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Preface

This document contains the minutes for the July 9.11, 1991, meeting of the Tank Waste Science
Panel. The objective of this document is to provide an accurate recapitulation of the proceedings so that
the diverse views of the Science Panel members can be documented. The content of this document has

been reviewed by each of the Panel members to ensure its accuracy. Editorial comments are clearly
marked in the text and are provided only for clarification. Because of this philosophy, this document may
contain provocative statements, opinions which may run counter to facts, facts which are presented out of

. the context of the tank chemistry and physics, and information that may later be shown as incorrect.
These meeting minutes, like the previous minutes and those which will follow, are intended to chronicle
the Science Panel activities and progress toward the understanding chemical and physical mechanisms that
are taking place in the waste tanks at Hanford.

..°
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Summary

The fifth meeting of the Tank Waste Science Panel was held July 9-11, 1991, in Atlanta, Georgia.
The subject areas included the generation, retention, and release of gases from Tank 241-SY-1G1 and the
chemistry of ferrocyanide wastes.

The following important results were presented and discussed:

• A core sample of the waste has been obtained from the tank. Some tantalizing information was dis-
cussed but more complete results should be available by the next meeting.

• Experiments performed at Westinghouse Hanford Company suggest that the generation of gas from
simulated waste is first order.

• Other Westinghouse experiments using different organics indicate that the ratio of NzO/H 2 depends
on the organic used. Glycolate gives a ratio that closely matches the ratio observed in
Tank 241-SY-101.

• At Pacific Northwest Laboratory, results from experiments with stand-in materials suggest that the
organics present in the waste may yield a stable gas bubble/solid particle combination.

• Results from radiolysis experimehts at Argonne National Laboratory indicate that the G(H2) is inde-
pendent of dose and dose rate but dependent on the organic concentration.

• Data from the tank suggest that the waste in the nonconvecting layer may be held together by solid-
solid interactions. As gas bubbles grow buoyancy forces overcome the strength of the material and a
"blob" rises to the surface. This model is being developed at Pacific Northwest Laboratory.

• A viscosity-based model is being developed at Westinghouse Hanford Company. Numerical modeling
results qualitatively mimic the behavior of the waste during a gas release event.
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Minutes of the Tank Waste Science Panel Meeting
July 9-11, 1990

Introduction

The fifth meeting of the Tank Waste Science Panel (Science Panel) was convened July 9, 1991 in
Atlanta, Georgia, on the Georgia Institute of Technology campus. The agenda is in Appendix A, and the
list of the attendees is in Appendix B.

At the meeting, summaries of the research programs at Argonne National Laboratory, Georgia
Institute of Technology, Pacific Northwest Laboratory, and Westinghouse Hanford Company were
presented. The subject areas included the generation, retention, and release of gases from
Tank 241-SY-101 and the chemistry of ferrocyanide wastes.

Science Panel activities, as shown by the agenda in Appendix A, are discussed in the following ten.

Day One of the Meeting

Latest Tank IOI-SY Data

Since D. A. (Dan) Reynolds could not attend the meeting, G. D. (Jerry) Johnson presented a sum-
mary of the information on the May 16, 1991, event (Appendix C). "Window C"(a)activities are listed
on page C.2. These activities include installing the television camera, obtaining crust samples, obtaining
core samples and installing a radar gauge to measure the crust height without contacting the crust. The
color camera proved not to be radiation hardened, and it failed when the dose reached about 104 rad.
This camera was replaced with a black and white camera with better radiation hardening. From the video,
the crust appeared to be solid with pockets of dark liquid from which an occasional bubble could be seen
to rise. Later, pictures showed that the Food Instrument Corporation (FIC) gauge, which had been strik-
ing the surface, had entered into a hole approximately 75 mm (3 in.) deep. This is an apparent 75-mm
(3-in.) drop in the waste level (discussed later).

During Window C samples of the crust were obtained by using two instruments, an auger and a
"sludgeweight" (page C.3). The sludge weight is a cylin_lricalpiece of steel with an inverted hollow cone
protruding from the bottom. When the weight is dropped from a known distance, the cone is supposed to
penetrate the crust to allow crust material to fall or flow into the cone. In the video, the sludge weigi_t
was hitting hard material on the crust after being lowered through riser 22A; very little material was col-
lected. Use of the auger sampler at riser 22A showed the crust to be hard in that area of the tank.
However, when the sludge sampler was lowered through riser 13A and dropped to the crust, it disappeared
beneath the crust. When retrieved, it was covered with material. Video footage of the auger sample col-
lection under riser 13A showed the crust to have the consistency of wet oatmeal. As the auger was turned,

(a) A "window*'is the time during which various activities may be carried out in the tank. A '_indow" is defined by a combination of
waste level rise or fall, temperature increases in the bottom portions of the waste, and other operational measurables. Two
portions of the "window"are defined: a portion during which the waste may be penetrated and a portion during which work may be

" performed in the vent space above the waste.

1
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its surrounding case moved from side to side. This caused waves on the surface of the waste in the

immediate vicinity of the auger. Hence, portions of the waste appear to be relatively moist.

As the gas release event drew near, several activities were started (page C.3). The gas sampling
devices that were installed should yield much better information about the gases evolving from the waste.

For instance, sampling tubes for the mass spectrometer were positioned approximately 0.5 m (18 in.) above
the surface of the waste.

The status of the samples that have been collected from the.tank is shown or pages C.5 and C.6. The
schedule on pages C.6 and C.7 gives an indication of the complexity and difficulty of performing these
analyses. Initial observations about the samples collected from the crust are listed on page C.7 and C.8.

The preliminary data shown on page C.8 indicate that the crust is moist and contains low concentrations
of organics. A schedule for completion of the sample analyses is shown on page C.9.

Jerry turned his attention to the data collected during the gas release event on May 16, 1991. This

event was monitored with better instrumentation than past events. The first hydrogen data were obtained
in April 1990, and only three to four events occur per year, so substantial progress has been made. The
sources of data for the May 1991 event are shown on page C.11.

Surface level data recorded by the FIC and the manual tape are shown on page C.12. The level drop
was _bout 0.18 m (7 in.) and was tracked by the FIC and by the manual tape. Compared to the October
1990 gas release event, the thermal response was sluggish (page C.13). There was about 5 minutes lag
between the temperature drop as measured at thermocouple position 4 near the bottom of the tank, and

the temperature rise as measured at position 16 near what is believed to be the bottom of the crust. The
two thermal spikes seen in the temperature at thermocouple position 16 are not reflected in the pressure
or hydrogen concentration plots (pages C.14 to C.19).

This event was also tracked using the gas analysis tools. On page C.15, the pressure and the hydrogen

measured in the vent line are shown. The pressure pulses do not appear to result in an increase in the
hydrogen concentration in the vent gas. The hydrogen measurement in the vent line was measured by the

Teledyne thermal conductivity gas chromatograph. Grab samples were also taken at the same position.
Pressure and gas flow were also measured in the vent line. Sample traces from the May 1991 gas release
event are shown; the numbers above each trace refer to the full scale reading. In this case, the pressure
and flow reading track each other. The pressure did go slightly positive during this event (page C.16).

The pressure was monitored at two places in the tank - the north side (riser 1713) and the southeast side
(riser llB)- and was the same at both places. The reason for the difference in the two curves is the

sampling frequency. When the sampling frequency was increased, both pressure recordings were equal.

Results from the four independent measurements of the hydrogen content are shown on page C.17.
There is a large difference between the values obtained in the tank and in the vent line. Although this
seems to indicate that the hydrogen concentration is much higher near the surface of the waste than in the

vent line, 0.5% hydrogen does not fit with the volume change as measured using the FIC. Based on past
experience, a drop in the waste level of 0.18 m (7 in.) should have resulted in about 2.5% hydrogen in the
vent line. This is the same value measured in the tank near the surface of the waste. Therefore a leak is

suspected in the line leading to the sampling system in the vent line. This would account for the low H 2
values recorded using the Teledyne instrument and the same low concentration of hydrogen in the grab

samples. The zero values recorded from the mass spectrometer correspond to the periodic samples of ..
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room air that are measured as a baseline. A hydrogen gas diffusion cell is used in the Wittaker instrument
and the same sample lines are used for both the Wittaker and the mass spectrometer. Westinghouse

-. Hanford personnel will investigate the possibility of a leak in the vent line sampling system.

One of the questions that continue to be asked concerns the amount of moisture lost from the tank•
Results from the relative humidity and mass spectrometer measurements of water in the tank and vent
lines are shown on page C.18. The data indicate that when a gas release occurs, water is released to the
vented gases. Initial calculations lead the Westinghouse Hanford engineers to estimate that about 90 kg
(200 pounds) of water are being lost per clay. These measurements and calculations need verification.
Note that the downward spikes in the mass spectrometer curve are again the result of measuring ambient
atmosphere.

Concentrations of N20 gas are shown on page C.19. In the figure on page C.19, N20 gas is the lower
curve. There appears to be a slight shift in the time at which the N20 peak occurs relative to the H2
peak, and the ratio of N20/I-I2 shifts to higher values with time. These trends in the data have been seen
in past gas release events. Steady state concentrations between gas release events have been measured, but
not verified. These concentrations appear to be close to 15 ppm H2 and about 70 ppm to 130 ppm N20.

Although not reported here, Jerry indicated that the technicians recorded an NH3 release about 1 h
after the main gas release. The amount of NII3 was not reposed nor were the concentrations. However,
Jerry did indicate that about 18 kg (40 pounds) of NII3 was lost from the tank during the February 1991
gas release event. Although NII3 is always released after the main gas release has occurred, NH 3 has
never been measured during an event.

This report of NH 3 prompted discussion about possible sources of the gas. Dan Herring indicated
that in highly alkaline solutions, NO_ can react with OH" to yield NH 3. Others reported finding or smell-
ing NII3 in ali of the nonradioactive experiments performed with simulated wastes.

Jerry pointed out that some questions are still unanswered. They are listed on page C.20. On
page C.21, Jerry compared the May 1991 gas release event with previous events. These data were used to
determine that a leak in the vent line sampling system probably caused dilution of the Teledyne and grab
samples.

Window D activities are shown on page C.22.

Jerry indicated that there is a lot of pressure to proceed with a mitigation or remediation process on
this tank. The Panel members agreed that it would be dangerous to proceed without better knowledge of

, the chemistry and physics for the gas generation, retention, and release. This does not mean that the
Panel members want to wait until "ali of the data are in," but by the end of fiscal year 1992, sufficient
information should be available to allow a reasonable approach to mitigation or remediation•

Dan Herring presented some chemical and physical property results. They were presented without
viewgraphs. In addition to the information presented by Jerry, Dan covered some information about water

. content, appearance, and solids content of the samples taken from the tank during Window C. Twenty-
two segments were obtained from the core sampling procedure. Segment 1 was empty; segment 2 con-
tained about 20% crust and was 80% empty;,segment 3 contained only water• Segments 4 through 13 were

. identical in appearance and physical state (slush) except segment 12 which was empty probably due to mal-
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malfunction of the sampling valves. Segment 14 was 20% slush and 80% sludge. Segments 15 through 22
were full segments containing sludge which behared like clay, i.e. the cylinder of material could be lifted at
one end, and the cylinder of material would bend rather than fall apart.

Segment 6 was centrifuged and found tOcontain about 50 vol% solids. After it was heated to 60°C,
only 15 vol% solids were found.

Segments 20 through 22 were obtained about 8 to 12 days after the gas release event. Additional
core segments were obtained at these positions about 10 days later. No analyses were available to report
on these samples, but they appeared to contain more liquid.

Jerry Johnson added that Tank 104-AN shows level rises and collapses of about 0.1 m (3-4 in.) much
more frequently than Tank 101-SY. The total organic carbon in Tank 104-AN is lower than in
Tank 101-SY. Tank 104-AN develops a temperature profile similar to that in Tank 101-SY. Jerry
reminded everyone that there are 23 tanks on the "Watch List" because surface levels fluctuate or because
samples from them contained high total organic carbon concentrations.

Moisture in the crust samples was measured using the Karl-Fisher method. Water contents of about
20% were measured for ali of the samples taken to date.

Laboratory Results Obtained at Georgia Institute of Technology

The work at Georgia Institute of Technology was presented by the members of the team shown on
page D.1. An overview of the work was given by E. C. (Gene) Ashby. Isotopic: labeling will be one of the
main tools used to determine the various parts of the organic molecules that contribute to gas generation
in simulated Tank 101-SY waste. Labelling of N-(2-hydroxyeth) ethylenetridiamine acid (HEDTA) was a
technical challenge. It appears that a scheme has been developed to label each of the carbons with 13C.

When Gene discussed sources of the nitrogen species, a group discussion ensued. It was noted by D.
D. (Duane) Siemer that NO2 and N20 4 could cause the generation of H2 from the organics present. The
reaction between NO_ and OH" can also generate NH 3 as noted in Mellor (1922).

The status of the studies at Georgia Institute of Technology are summarized on page D.3 and the
division of responsibilities is shown on page D.4. The goals of the program are shown on page D.5.

Gene analyzed the products determined in 1986 by Lokken et al. (1986) and found that some of these
compounds are related to the original, or suspected original, organics that went into the waste. The
parent compounds and their degradation products are listed on page D.6. The list incluaes the fragments
that have to be lost to get the product from the parent. Since there are both one- and two-carbon frag-
mentations, at least two mechanistic pathways for degradation are possible.
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An explanation is being developed to describe the mechanism that causes the breaking of the carbon-
carbon bonds in the organic molecules. This mechanism, shown on page D,7, starts with NH4NO 3 and an

- aldehydo group, to form an enolate and N20 4. Ultimately, through a series of electron rearrangements,
this forms CO2 and N20.

As discussed above, NH3 is emitted from Tank 101-SY after the main gas release event. Gene
described a plausible mechanism for the generation of NH3 from the organic precursors (page D.8). It is
important to note that, if this mechanism were operative in the tank, one mole of NH 3 would be released
for each mole of HEDTA reacted. Based on the estimated 18 kg of NH 3 gas released after the February
1991 event, D. M. (Denis) Strachan calculated that about 1.103 moles of NH 3 would be released after

" every event. Because the amount of HEDTA is 1.105 moles at maximum (about 0.1 M in about
4.10 _iL), about 10% of the HEDTA per event would have been decomposed. If the only source for NII3
was the decomposition of HEDTA, then ali of the HEDTA would have been destroyed after about 10
events. This calculation suggests the possibility of another source for NII3.

One must also consider the breaking of the carbon-nitrogen bonds after the carbon-carbon bonds
have been broken. Gene proposed the reaction scheme shown on page D.9.

The reactions that produce H2 are shown on page D.10. These reactions involve a Cannizzaro inter-
mediate. Formaldehyde has been implicated as one of the intermediates in the production of H2. Duane
had shown earlier that formaldehyde reacted readily to form H2. At Georgia Institute of Technology
deuterium-labelled water will be used to determine the reaction path that liberates H2. Depending on the

composition of the gaseous products, the mechanism should be elucidated. The presence of a reaction
intermediate might be observed by using p-nitrobenzaldehyde, as'shown at the bottom of page D.10.
Additional H2-producing reactions are shown on page D.11. The Oppenauer reaction originally proposed
by E. P. (Phil) Horwitz (Tank Waste Science Panel 1991) is also considered.

Formaldehyde is one of the products of the radiolysis of ethylenediamminetetraacetic acid (EDTA) as
shown on page D.12. When the formaldehyde is dilute, reaction (2) is favored. This was demonstrated by
studying reactions at various formaldehyde concentrations. The results are shown on the bottom of
page D.12. Reactions of formaldehyde with deuterated water suggest the presence of a radical intermedi-
ate as shown on page D.13. D. (Dan) Meisel suggested that the exchange between H2 and D20 should be
considered. It turns out that this exchange is much more rapid than one might assume. Further experi-
ments with formaldehyde strongly support the presence of a radical intermediate in the reaction. These
reactions and results from experiments are shown on page D.14.

Currently most experiments performed in the absence of radioactivity indicate that the reaction to
produce H2 requires the presence of 0 2. The need for 0 2 was determined in a few experiments, which are
summarized on page D.15. Although the reaction proceeded in the presence or absence of 0 2, some
indication of 0 2 consumption was noted. Duane found that formaldehyde was the only compound that he
tested which did not require the presence of 0 2.

The reaction mechanisms portion of the work conducted out at Georgia Institute of Technology was
r presented by C. F. (Charlie) Liotta. Charlie sugg_ted that a homogeneous solmion would be needed for

control kinetics experiments. He suggested that perhaps this was part of the problem with Delegard's
experiments (Delegard 1980). Charlie also indicated that it was difficult to dissolve ali of the NaAlO 2.
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Dan Hening indicated that less water was required to dissolve the NaAIO2 when NO_ was present. The
reaction conditions used are shown on page D.18, and the reaction vessel is shown on page D.19.
Pages D.20 through D.23 show the results of these reactions.

Reactions under air and argon were carried out using the solution shown on page D.18. No gas pro-
duction was observed when EDTA was the only organic present with and without air (D,20). When
HEDTA was allowed to react under argon, the reaction required about 25 hours to begin to any measur-
able degree (page D.21) and produced about 0.30 mL/h. The composition of the gas phase had not yet
been measured, but NH3 was detected by odor. The reaction of glycolate with the simulated Tank 101-SY
solution had a 55 hour induction period (page D.22). Gas was produced at a rate of 0.51 mL/h. Glycolate
also reacts under argon (page D.23). In this reaction, the gas generation rate is reduced to 0.37 mL/h, but
not to zero as suggested from Duane's results.

The existence of long induction periods for these reactions prompted discussion. Duane never
observed an induction period in his experiments carried out with formaldehyde; gas was either produced or
not. Denis suggested that stirring was always present in Duane's experiments but absent in the work car-
tied out at Georgia Institute of Technology. After the discussion on stirring in kinetics experiments,
several members of the Georgia Institute of Technology group repeated an experiment in which an induc-
tion period was observed in a stirred vessel. An induction period was again observed.

As noted earlier, formate is produced in some of these reactions. Charlie proposed a mechanism
which could produce H2, and NI--I3 (pages D.24 through D.29). This mechanism involves an Al-nitrate
complex (page D.24). This mechanism would be consistent with Dan Herting's observation that gas was
not produced in waste solutions that did not contain Al.

The isotopes 13C and 15N are being used to determine a mode of decomposition of the organics and
the sources of H2, NH3, and N20 in the experiments conducted at Georgia Institute of Technology
(page D.30). One of the more difficult reactions to perform is the synthesis of 13C-labeled organics
(page D.31), especially HEDTA. The synthetic pathways are shown on pages D.32 and D.33. One of the
products of the synthesis of ethylenediamminetriacetic acid (ED3A) is the lactam shown on page D.33.
This lactam may also have been present in the waste analyzed by Lokken et al. (1986) but identified as
ED3A. Nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) spectra for the two molecules are different, and NMP, can
detect ff one or the other, or both, are present (pages D.34 and D.35).

The source(s) of the nitrogen-containing gaseous species can be determined by using 1SN in NO_ and
NO_ and the organics in making the simulated waste solutions (page D.36). lt was pointed out that a 20%
02/80% Al"gas mixture should be used to avoid diluting the nitrogen from the reaction with nitrogen from
air.

Analysis of the solutions produced in the experiments is a major task. There will be many samples
and their analyses will be complicated. Quick methods are paramount, so that results are timely and
meaningful. H. M. (Henry) Neumann is leading development of the analytical techniques. Several
analytical tools are being investigated in this task. Ion Chromatography and Capillary Electrophoresis
were evaluated by submitting representative samples to the Dionex Corporation (page D.37). Ion
Chromatography is better for anion analyses. The conditions needed for the anion analyses were deter-
mined (page D.38) and the interference by AI(OH),_ was checked. Examples of anion separatio_ are
shown on pages D.39 through D.41.
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Nuclear magnetic resonance is a useful analyticaltool for determiningthe concentrationsof certain
organics. The conditions and test solutions used in evaluatingthis tool are shown on page D.42. Three

- NMR spectra are shown on pages D.43 through D.45. These data show that glycolate reac_ in 2 M
NaOH as noted by the decreasein the peak at 3.5 ppm and formate is producedas seen by the presenceof
the peak at 8.02 ppm. It does not appear that formaldehydeis formed in amounts that are detectable
using this technique.

Aluminum-2?NMR was used to investigate the presenceof the complexshown earlierby Charlie
Liotta (page D.24). Results from the initial NMR studies indicate that there possibly is a complex forming
at highconcentrations of NaNO3 (page D.46). However, the complexAI(OH)_2 also becomes an
importantcomplexat these concentrationsof OH', as reflected in the changesin the peak positions and
line widthswhen the OH"concentration increased from 1 M to 6 M. There does not appearto be any
effect on the spectrumdue to the presenceof Na2CO3. The changes in the spectraare small enough that
more information will need to be collected before this techniquecan be used tc determine the presenceof
the aluminum-nitratecomplex.

Gas Generation Workat WestinghouseHanfordCompany

At Westinghouse Hanford,D. L (Dan) Hertingis testing the capabilityof an apparatus to measure
the rate of gas generation from actualsamples removedfrom Tank 101-SY. During the last meeting, ques-
tions were raised about the design of the apparatus and if the pressuremeasuredat room temperature
accuratelyreflected the temperatureof the oven. The problem is posed schematicallyon page E.1.
Although the partialpressureof water must be taken into account, the total pressureat the point of
measurementaccuratelyreflects the gas pressurein the portion of the apparatus in the oven. However, as
shown in Appendix E, Dan found differentconcentrationsof ali gases at the differentends of the system.

The schematic for Dan's apparatusis shown on page E.2. A sample of the gas generationdata is
shown on page E.3. At the start of the experiment,valve B (page E.2) was closed after the apparatuswas
evacuated to approximately50 kPa (400 mmHg). As the system heated up, the gas expanded and there
was an initial pressurerise. The gas pressurewas allowed to rise to about 90 kl'a (650 mmHg). The
volume between valves B, C, and the gas inlet was evacuated,includingthe gas samplingbulb. After this
volume was flushed and evacuated,valve C and the gas inletvalve were closed, andvalve A was opened to
allow the gas to flow from the sample chamberinto the gas samplingbulb. This procedurewas repeated
each time the pressurein the sample chamberreached90 Id'a. The pressurewas recordedas a function of
time. The pressuredata are plotted with circleson page E.3. Correctingfor the periodicchange in pres-
sure,duringwhich a sample is taken, leads to the uppercurve,which is plotted with triangles. Dan found
that he could fit the curv-_using the firstorder kinetics equation shown on the graph. Samplecurves for
runs 11, 12, and 13 are shown in the figureon page E.4.

In ali of Dan's experiments, the temperatureof the sample was held at 100°C. On pages E.5 and E.6,
the results from the gas analysesforvarious experiments are reported in volume percent. The results indi-
c.atethat the N20/H 2 ratio is about 10 to 20 except for EDTA, citrate,and oxalate,where the range is < 1,
glyoxylatewhere the ratio is about2, and glycolatewhere the ratio is about 1. The glycolatevalue is

, closer to the N20/H 2 ratio observed in the gases released from the tank. The highyield of H 2 from
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glycolateindicates that it reacts rapidly. Using the At concentration correctsthe gas composition for the
inleakage of air. However,the analyzed concentration fluctuates,which causes large errors in the
calculated corrections to the O2 and Nz concentrations.

Initially, Dan carriedout his experiments in glass. However, Dan and other people noticed that the
silica from the glass vessels was verysoluble in highiy alkaline media. Therefore,TeflonOwas used to
avoid the dissolution of the test vessel. A comparison of results from otherwise identical experiments is
shown on page E6. The yield of Hz was significantly higher due in part to decreased OH" consumption
duringdissolution of the glass vessel.

Dan measured the gas composition in two regions of the test vessel: the hot zone below valve A
(page E.2) and the cold region between valve A and valve B. The results from these analyses are shown
on pages E.7 through E.9. These figuresclearlyshow that the composition in the two regions is different
and that the differencedepends on thc gas _nalyzed. A brief explanation for this was given by
W. J. (Bill) Thomson; he sent a detailed explanation to Dan after the meeting (Appendix F). Basically,
the difference in composition in the hot and cold regions of the test vessel is due to the fact that at least
one of the gases in the systemis condensable, i.e. watervapor. The effect is known as stagnant film diffu-
sion. Since NH3 is particularlysusceptible to the presence of condensingwater vapor, the difference
between the hot and cold zones is expected to be larger forNII 3 than for the other less soluble gases.

During the discussion of Dan's results,Science Panel memberssuggested that the experimental
apparatus be changed to one in whichthe gases generated in the waste are continuously purged and
analyzedor sampled. Although this leads to lower concentrations of the analyte gases, the analytical
instrumentation should be sufficientlysensitive to yield reliable data.

The apparatus shown on page E.2 was being tested so that it could be used to determine the com°
position and quantity of gases being generated from actual waste. When a core is taken from
Tank 101-SY,a portion of the core segments wiUbe c::.,abinedand placed in the apparatus.

The Science Panel members expressedconcern that the results from the experiments might not
accuratelyreflect the environment in the tank. One of the principal concerns was the absorption of the
radiation. Because the apparatus is smaU,much of the y radiation will not be absorbed in the waste.
However,because the tank is so large,most of the y radiation is absorbed into the waste. Just how this
will affect the results is unknown, except that the gas generation from radiolysiseffects is likely to be
about the same as the gas generation from the thermal reactions.

Synthetic Waste Studies at Pacific NorthwestLaboratory

The results from the experiments performed at PacificNorthwest Laboratory were discussed by
S. A. (Sam) Bryan. The initial thrust of the experiments was to determine the physicaland chemical
properties of the crust. It should be recalled that one of the major safety issues was that of a "crust burn."
In the safety scenarios, it was calculated that the tank would survivethe burning of the H2 and N20 gas
mixture. However, ff the crust contained sufficient organics and was dry enough to burn, the extra energy
represented by the crust would cause the tank to fail. Therefore, much of the initial effort at Pacific
Northwest Laboratory was directedtoward determining the properties of the crust. Towardthe end of the
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experiments, it was apparent that the crust was much less significant than first envisioned and that experi-
ments did not adequately reflect the properties of the real crust. Nevertheless, useful information was

- obtained and much progress was made toward answering the three questions shown on page G.2.

Based on early photographs of the top of the waste in Tank 101-SY and in other tanks, the formation
and floatation of crustal material has three generic requirements (page G.3). According to the photo-
graphs and the experiments, the crust contained solid material similar in composition to the other solids in
the system. Since the density 'o:fthe solids was greater than the liquid, gases needed to be present to lower
the effective solids density so that they could float. This required an attachment mechanism to keep the
gases on the solid particles. A possible means by which gases would nucleate and grow on the solid
particle surfaces is that these surfaces had become slightly hydrophobic.

Several experiments were performed with stand-in materials to demonstrate the effect. The issue is
not gas generation but the attachment of the gas bubbles to the particle surfaces. Experiments were per-
formed with polymethylmethacrylate (PMMA) beads. This material is hydrophobic. These beads are more
dense than water and substantially larger than the particles that probably exist in the tank. At the start of
the experiment, the beads can be made to rest on the bottom of a beaker (page G.5). After a brief sparg-
ing with N2, many of the PMMA beads formed a floating raft with one or more N2 bubbles attached to
each bead. Even the beads at the bottom of the beaker had bubbles attached. Some beads rose to the

surface, shed the gas bubble(s), and returned to the bottom of the beaker.

A schematic for the gas solid interaction is shown on page G.6. When the angle 0 is greater than
zero, the bubble will adhere to the surface and may cause floatation. Normally, the solids in the synthetic
wastes used in these studies are wet by the liquids from which they are precipitated. However, the
presence of organics in the mixture causes their surfaces to become sufficiently hydrophobic so that the
solids are readily suspended. This is demonstrated by mixing synthetic waste with and without organics as
shown on page G.7. The graduated cylinder labeled "control" has no organics; the other three have the
organics shown. After sparging these solutions and waiting 30 minutes, the solids in the "control" have
settled but the solids in the solutions containing the organics have not settled completely and stable crusts
have formed in the EDTA and HEDTA systems. After one of these experiments, some of the
solids/solution mixture was removed and examined under a microscope. The results of this examination
are shown on page G.8. The dark circles at the 2:00, 5:00, and 11:00 o'clock positions around the solid
particle are gas bubbles that still adhere to the particle after handling. While this is not conclusive proof,
it strongly suggests that the organics may cause the floating crust in Tank 1Ol-SY and may be part of the
mechanism by which the gases are trapped in the nonconvecting layer.

To examine the effects of the organics and aluminum on the gas generation, five waste compositions
were prepared and studied. The synthetic waste matrix is illustrated on page G.10. The reference solution
was taken from Delegard (1980) and Mauss (1986). The organic and aluminate concentrations were varied
__.50%from the reference. The complete composition of the wastes studied are shown on page G.11. The
appearance of the solutions after 60 days at 90°C is shown on page G.12. In both cases where high
organics were present, the volume was nearly ali suspended solids. Three distinct regions of the mixture
can be seen in this picture: crust, aqueous layer, and solids (bottom) layer. The growth/shrinkage rates of

, these layers in the low aluminate and low organic mixture is shown on page G.13 and is typical of the
behavior of the other mixtures. For some mixtures, however, the difference between the three layers was
difficult to determine. The only real trend that could be discerned from the data is the behavior of the
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solids layer organic content increased. A low organic concentration yielded a low solids volume and a high
organic concentration yielded a large solids volume (page G.14). This trend appears irrespective of the
aluminate concentration as illustrated in the figure on page O.15.

Gas generation was also studied at PNL (page G.15). The apparatus used to study the gas generation
is shown on page G.17. Unfortunately, the experiments had been assembled hastily using existing equip-
ment. The use of glass was inappropriate because the solutions dissolved the glass. By the end of the
experiments, the glass walls were very thin and, although not measured, some of the OH" Was consumed.
The gases were collected over water, which was sufficient for H2 and N2. However, the values for the con-
centrations of N20 and NH 3 were biased low. The flasks were held at 120°C, and the experiments were
carried out for 1050 h. The results for H 2, N2, and N20 are summarized on page G.18. The generation of
N2 and H2 depended on the concentration of organics in the mixture. The behavior of N20 is difficvlt to
understand until it is understood that N20 has an appreciable water solubility. Because it is much more
soluble in water than either N2 or H2, N20 was probably transported through the water column to the
atmospheric side where it was released. Therefore, it is probable that the N20 measured did not include
ali that was generated.

From these preliminary studies, it was concluded (page G.19) that all solids are floated by gases
adhering to their surfaces which have been made hydrophobic by sorption of organics from the solution.
Three gases were detected from the thermal experiments: H2, N2, and N20. Ammonia was not detected
most likely because of the apparatus used.

If this proposed mechanism for gas retention is true, several physical properties need to be measured
before a viable remediation strategy can be proposed. The properties that need to be measured are shown
on page G.20.

One possible remediation strategy is to bubble N2 gas while jet mixing the waste to obtain a uniform
distribution of fine bubbles in the waste which would dilute the H2 in the nonconvecting layer. This would
lower the flammability of the released gases and also release them more uniformly. The extra gas added to
the tank might also increase the volume of the crust in the tank.

In the discussion that followed Sam's presentation, Charlie Liotta suggested that reactions are often
facilitated by the presence of solid surfaces. In his experiments, Charlie observed that gases were
generated when the solids were formed. Thus, organics might coat the surface of the solids and provide a
reaction site. Sam observed that the quantity of solids did not seem to affect gas generation. Therefore,
the solids might serve just as nucleation sites. If the reaction were heterogeneous, stirring might increase
the reaction rate. (As noted earlier in the discussion on the induction period for these reactions, no
change was observed when the reaction mixture was stirred.)

There was some concern about using Teflon when studying actual waste samples. Although the radia-
tion dose from the 137Cs might be low, the dose from the 9oy beta might be very high. When studying
actual samples, extra precautions are needed.

Radiation Chemistry Work at Argonne National Laboratory

The work at Argonne National Laboratory has been conducted by the people shown on page H.1.
The literature survey has been completed and is undergoing review. Some results of the survey were

10
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reported at this meeting. In beta or gar___naradiationfields, reactionsoccur in "spurs." These spursare
quite small in volume, about2 nm (20 _) (pageH.2). These spursare about 500 nm (5000 ._) apart, so

- interaction between the radicalswithindifferent spurs is controlledby diffusion. Because the volume of
the spurs is so small, the concentrations of the radiolysisproductsis quite high - in the rangeof 1 M. The
re_:'tions that can lead to He are shownat the bottom of page H.2. The relativetimes at which the vari-
ous radiolysis productsare generatedandreactions occur is shown in the figure on page H.3. In this
figure, the reactions thatoccur in waterare shown in the center andthe additional reactions that occurin

' NO_/NO_systemsare shown on the right. A direct interactionbetween the radiation and the NO_ forms a
"dry"thermalelectron. Reactions within the spur do not occur until the electron becomes hydrated.
Homogeneous kinetics occur at rates of 10"11seconds and slower. These reactions include reactions with
the organic moietyabout which little is known.

To show the complexityof possfole reactionschemes, some of the reactions known to occur in the
NO_ systemare shownon page H.4. For most of these reactions, the reaction rateconstants are known,
but other reactionsare also possiblein the complexchemistryof Tank 101-S¥ waste solutions. Some of
the reaction intermediatesare the sameas those Gene suggested mightbe playinga role in the reactions
occurringwithout radiation, such as N204. Five oxidationstates of nitrogen (page H.5) are possible from
the reactionschemes shownon page H.4. The net reactions in this case yield N20, one of the gases
releasedduringa gas release event.

Some possible organic reactionsthat could occur in a radiationfieldare shown on page H.6. Several
of the productsof this schemeare suggestedby Gene's results and from the analysesof Tank 107-AN
(Lokkenet al. 1986). As mentioned above, little is knownabout the kinetics of these reactions. If these
need to be known,a verylong anddetailed researchprogramwill be needed.

Based on the knownreaction rate constants and the reactionsbetween reactants known to exist dur-
ing radiolysis,modelingof the generation of H2 was conducted. The reaction rate constants and the
products for the reaction between the species on the left side of the matrixshown on page H.7 and the
species along the top of the tableare shown in the individualcells of the matrix. Thus, ea_reacts withH

• . . t_

to form H2 and OH" with a reactionrate constant of 2.5.101°. The organiccontnbuuon LSshown under
the matrixelement "RH."A rangeof "kc' values (kc - the rate constant times the concentration)was
used in the calculationsto determine the sensitivityof the G(H2) to the value of kc. The results of the
modelingcalculations are shown on pageH.8. These calculations can be used to bracket the kc values
when the calculatedG(H_ is comparedwith the observedvalue. The effect on G(Hz) of varyingthe
productof the k(H_ ,_,_ and the concentrationof RH, [RH], is shown in the figureon page H.9. How-"r Lxnj
ever, there is still some controversyover the value of G(H2) in the absenceof organics. So the effect
shown on page H.9 maynot be borne out in the experiments. The effect of increasingNO_ or NO_ is
shown on page H.10. Increasingthe NO_does not seem to affect G(H2) greatly,but increasingthe NO_
does. The significanceof this effect is reduced substantiallyfor Tank 101-SY when one realizes that the
concentrationof NO_.in the waste is greater than 2 M.

Turning to the results from their experiments,Dan showedthat in the absence of organics,0 2 is
generated(page H.11). The yield of both 0 2 and H2 are linearwith dose. Less 0 2 is generatedwhen the

, solution is saturatedwith air. The compositions of "Solution P" that Dan used and the "standard"solution
that was used at Westinghouse HanfordCompanyare shown at the bottom of page H.11.

11
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While the yield of H2 is linear with the dose, the amount does not depend on the dose rate
(page H.12). The presence of the organics does not affect the independence of the G(H2) from dose rate.
The different temperatures shown in these figures refer to the temperature of the gas chromatograph
column, not to the test temperature.

The value of G(H2) does depend on the concentration of the organic present. These results are
shown on page H.13 for the citrate, EDTA, iminodiacetic acid (IDA), and HEDTA. The value of G(H2)
seems to be related to the number of carbon-hydrogen bonds (page H.14 and H.15). This correlation is
not theoretical but empirical. It is uncertain if the correlation will hold for other kinds of organics.

The yield of N20 relative to H2 with increasing dose is shown on page H.16. The observed G(N20 )
value is about 10 times the value for G(H2). This is somewhat problematic since the observed yields in
the tank are close to 1:1. It should be noted that the results from tests in the absence of a radiation field

also show that the yield of N20 is greater than the yield of H2. As noted above in Dan Herting's material,
the N20/H 2 ratio depends on the organic used, at least in experiments without radiation present. The
results plotted on page H.16 are tabulated on page H.17.

Probably the most interesting result from the work to date is the effect of irradiation on the thermal
generation of gases from Solution "P"containing 0.17M IDA. Solutions that had been irradiated to study
the generation of H2 and N20 and had been set aside for several weeks were tested to see how much the
generation rate had changed in the absence of radiation. The results are shown on page H.18. The
generation of N20 was found to be dependent on the amount of irradiation received earlier. After this
observation, additional experiments were performed to determine the relative effect of irradiation received
earlier. The results from these experiments are tabulated on page H.19. The composition of the solution
used for these experiments is shown at the bottom of the page. The effect was found to be temperature
sensitive. Increasing the temperature from 30°C to 60°C increased the G(H2) by 40% and pre-irradiation
caused an additional 30% increase. A similar increase due to pre-irradiation was also noted for N20.
Since these solutions had been allowed to set for several weeks at room temperature, the irradiation
product is apparently quite stable with respect to its decomposition products, but reacts readily at 60°C. It
should be noted that these data are preliminary and have not been confirmed. By the next meeting of the
Science Panel additional experiments will be preformed.

Dan summarized his work (pages H.20 and H.21). Work that will be conducted in the near future is
listed at the bottom of page H.21.

Day Two of the Meeting

Analysis of Available Tank Data

Although not on the agenda, D. M. (Denis) Strachan presented a recent analysis of the available tank
data. Denis' strategy uses existing data to obtain as much information as possible to determine the
chemical and physical mechanisms taking place in the waste in Tank 101-SY (page 1.2). Past analyses have
suggested that the chemical reactions are at steady state, possibly controlled by 137Cs decay, and may be
independent of the physical mechanisms (page 1.3). As indicated by earlier analyses, the data are sug-
gestive of certain crust properties. However, Denis's recent analyses suggest that the gas release is incon-
sistent with the gas being released through the crust by permeation or by flow through large cracks or
"pipes,"but are sugge._tive of release from a hot foam.

12
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To arrive at these conclusions, Denis looked at the data from the onset of a gas release event until
some time after an event. As before, he fit the tank height data after an event to a straight line suggestive

- of the constant gas generation rate (page 1.4). Subtracting this growth rate from the data yielded the data
shown in the figure on page L5. These data were then fit to a negative exponential dependence on time.
Using more detailed data for the October 1990 gas release event, Denis fit the exponential curves. The
results are shown on page 1.6. Because there are far more data near zero than during the release, the fit
was naturally weighted by these data. To compensate for this effect, Denis weighted arbitrarily the first ten
data points by a factor of 10. The two curves are shown in the figure on page 1.6. The significance of the
fitted parameters is not known, but the shape of the curve is not consistent with the expected functionality
if permeability or flow through pipes was the mechanism of release. The general shape of the curve for
the waste height during the May 1991 release event (page 1.7) is the same as that analyzed for the October
1990 event. Denis asserted that the same general functional dependence can be seen in the thermal
response of the uppermost thermocouple (triangle symbols in the figure on page L8).

Physical Modeling Work at Pacific Northwest Laboratory

Use of term "Physical Modeling" in the Agenda to describe the work that has been performed at
Pacific Northwest Laboratory is actually incorrect. This term refers to the use of stimulants and stand-in
materials and small tanks to model the large-scale system. The work done by R. T. (Rudy) Allemann and
his coworkers has been to determine the physical mechanism by which the gases are retained in and
released from Tank 101-$Y. Rudy has postulated the mechanism from the behavior of the waste in the
tank then re-examined the data from both stimulants and the available data from the tank to determine if

thehypothesisaresupportedbythedata(page3.2andJ.3).The ,_alysesoftheavailabledatasuggestthat
the"overturnmodel"forgasreleaseisthemostlikely.Thishasbeentheconclusionofseveraldifferent
peoplewho havereviewedtheavailabledata.The availabledatathatRudy hasreviewedareshown on
pageJ.4.

Usingtheavailabledata,Rudy hasdevelopedthe"blob"theoryforthepartialoverturnofthewaste
inthetank(pageJ.5).(SeveralSciencePanelmemberssuggestedthata differenttermthan"blob"be used
todescribetheprocess.)Inthismodel,portionsofthenonconvectivelayerinthetankreacha critical
stressleveldue togasbuildup and breakloosefromthelayerand risestothesurfaceor underthe"crust"
wherethegasesarereleased.Once thegasesarereleased,a processthatmay takeseveraldays,thepor-
tionofthenonconvectivelayerthatrosetothesurfacesettlestothebottomofthetankagain.

To make thediscussionofthephysicalmechanismmore consistent,Rudy listeddefinitionsofthree
terms:slurry,nonconvectiveslurry,andsludge(pageJ.6).

InthemechanismsuggestedbyRudy,thegasisgeneratedinthenonconvectivelayerand nucleated
on thesolidparticlesthatarepartofthelayer(pageJ.7andJ.8).The solidsparticlesadheredue to
bubble-bubbleinteractions.A portionofthenonconvectivelayer(blob)breaksloosefromthelayerand
risestothesurfacewherethegasispartiallyreleased.The solidmassdoesnotbreakapartintoindividual
particles,butretainssome strength.Evidenceforthecrustsinkingtothebottomcomesfroma dis-
continuityinthedecreaseofwasteheightjustafterthemain gasreleaseevent.Thisdiscontinuitycomes

• approximately 6 to 10 days after the main release. Additional evidence comes from the recovery of the
temperature in the nonconvective layer.

13
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There is also evidence from the computer simulation of a rollover event (page J.9). During such a
simulation, small portions of the nonconvective layer break loose from the layer and rise. Since the
portion of the nonconvective layer that breaks loose probably occurs at a random location, variability in
the event is expected because the method of detection is a single thermocouple tree in the tank. Rudy
listed several properties that are important in the mechanism on page J.9.

Historically, the number of large gas release events as measured by the change in waste height is rela-
tively low (page J.10). There are very few release events in the range of 20 cm to 25 cm (8 to 10 in.). The
hypothesis should explain the propensity for small drops in waste level.

As indicated above, a gas release event occurs when the buoyant forces resulting from bubble growth
in the nonconvecting layer exceed the yield strength of the cohesive forces holding the "sponge" together
(page J.11). Bubbles of gas being generated in the nonconvecting layer are attached to the solid particles
(page J.13) because the surfaces of the solid particles are rendered slightly hydrophobic by the organics
present in the waste. The hydrophobic nature of the solid surfaces causes the contact angle between the
bubble and the solid to be greater titan zero. In the laboratory non-zero contact angles have been meas-
ured between solid surfaces and simulated waste solutions containing typical organics thought to exist in
Tank 101-SY (see the discussion of the Pacific Northwest Laboratory work above). One of the implica-
tions of this model is that the forces holding the material together must be scaled if a small scale
apparatus is to be used to study the roUover phenomenon. Therefore, if a 1/200 scale model will be used
to study the physical mechanism of roUover, then the material used to simulate the nonconvecting layer
must have cohesive forces that are 1/200 of the waste in the tank. To study this effect, Rudy has devised a
release number (page J.12). The dependence of the release number on the bubble diameter is shown on
page J.14. Quantitative calculations of the strength the material must have are under way.

Rudy has analyzed the results from the gas analyses that were performed using the Pacific Northwest
Laboratory mass spectrometer and the Westinghouse Idaho Nuclear Company high resolution spec-
trometer (page J.15). Because the analyses include a substantial contribution from air, the gas being
released from the waste can be calculated only if a reliable method can be used to subtract the air contri-
bution. Typically, the argon concentration is used to calculate an air composition which is then subtracted
from the overall gas composition. The problem with this method is that the argon concentration is small
and the other air components are relatively large. If the argon analytical results are essentially invariant,
then the method would work quite weil. However, the results from argon analyses are variable. Small
variations in the argon results cause large variations in the calculated air contribution. Alternatively, the
amount of oxygen generated in the waste can be assumed to be zero and the oxygen content can be used to
calculate the air contribution. Rudy used both methods to calculate the composition of the gas being
released from the waste. The composition is shown on page J.15. The consistency of these methods is
demonstrated by calculating the volume of gas released in the October 24, 1990, event (page J.16 and J.17)
and comparing that result to the value obtained using the waste level drop.

Similar to Denis' analyses of the waste height data, Rudy showed that the rapidly falling waste height
data fall on a straight line when plotted on a log-log plot (page J.16). The data plotted here have been
corrected by subtracting the linear growth rate discussed by Denis at the February meeting.

II

On a linear scale, the waste height data for about 1000 h after 6:00 on October 24 are plotted without
subtracting the linear growth rate (page J.19). It is clear that there is a period after the event when the
waste height dees not seem to increase or decrease. Denis interpreted this as a lack of sensitivity in the

14
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measurement equipment. Rudy, however, showed that beyond the data analyzed by Denis, the corrected
waste height data indicate that the height continued to decrease with time (page J.20 and in a semilog plot
on page J.21). This exponential decrease in the level with time suggests that the sinking mater/al cart/es
with it gases which are compressed with increasing depth (page 3.24). In a log-log plot of the 1000 h after
the onset of the event (page J.22), the sudden decrease in waste height can be readily seen. This sudden
decrease in waste height is due, Rudy asserts, to the sinking of the mater/al that had risen to the surface.
As the mass sinks, the residual gas that has not been released is compressed, further adding to the sudden
drop in waste height. Consistent with the interpretation that the risen portion of nonconvecting layer
sinks to the bottom again are the thermal responses of layers as measured by the thermocouples
(page 3.23). In these plots, the hot material from the nonconvecting layer rises to the surface thereby rais-
ing the temperature of the waste just below the crust. As the material sinks, the temperature of the non-
convecting layer increases more rapidly than prior to the sinking.

A window is defined as a period of time within which activities may be performed in the tank. The
window opens and closes when certain criteria are met, such as a waste height decrease of greater than
13 cm (5 in.) or the temperature of the waste changes by a certain amount. Rudy pointed out that a win-
dow can close or open at different times depending upon which thermocouple is used as a reference.
While the temperature at thermocouple #4 rises quickly after a gas release event, the temperature at
thermocouple #5 is still decreasing (page J.25).

In Rudy's theory of how the gases are stored and released, the magnitude and time of the release are
random because the gas generation rate may be different at various locations, and the events that initiate
the release may be random (page J.26 and J.27). Events may be random because different parts of the
layer have different histories and different initial conditions (gas content). The size of the portions of the
nonconvecting layer that reach some critical stress condition may not be important to any remediation or
mitigation process to be used in the tank.

Rudy has thought about the mathematical relationships associated with his model of the non-
convecting layer. HIS release number defined earlier (page 3.12) is described mathematically on page J.28
along with the forces involved if the nonconvecting layer can be simply described as a viscous medium. If
either model is an accurate description of the nonconvecting layer, then the forces and stresses must be
scaled in order to carry out an experiment in the laboratory (page 3.29). In the case of the viscous model,
the forces would have to be scaled as _3/2 rather than 1:1. If, however, Rudy's model is an accurate
description of the nonconvecting layer, a laboratory-scale model would have to contain mater/als in which
the forces were directly related to the scale of the experiment.

Rudy then presented some results of a preliminary computer simulation of the roUover event using
the TEMPEST code [Trent and Eyler 1991] (page 3.30). From these preliminary simulations, Rudy gained
some insight to the physics involved and some of the properties of the nonconvecting layer (page J.31)
some of which have been mentioned above.

Currently, Rudy is concentrating on determining the necessary characteristics for the nonconvecting
layer in order to explain adequately the rollover of the waste (page J.32). After some of these characteris-

• tics are determined theoretically, the values will be compared to other known systems. If the values are
clearly out of bounds, then the important properties will have to be modified and/or parts of the model
modified. For any system in which bubbles play an important part in the physics, coalescence of the small

w
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bubbles into larger ones must be considered. Coalescence in volcanic systems has been discussed in the
literature and may be adopted to describe in part the behavior of the waste during a gas release event
(page J.33).

Understanding the physics of a roUover is an extremely important step in being able to calculate the
effects of installing a mitigation or remediation technique (pages J.34 and J.35). Before such action can be
taken, it will be important to demonstrate a solid knowledge of the physics of the rollover of the waste.
From this knowledge, demonstrations of the mitigation or remediation techniques, both physically in the
laboratory and numerically simulated using the computer, will be placed on the solid technical bases that
will be needed before the various safety and oversight committees will allow processes to be placed in the
tank.

Physical Modeling Work at Westinghouse Hanford Company

Physical modeling, both in the laboratory and numerically, is being carried out at Westinghouse
Hanford by T. M. (Tom) Burke and coworkers. The objectives of this work are complementary to those
for work at Pacific Northwest Laboratory and are listed on page K.3. The justification for conducting
physical modeling and numerical simulations is to understand the rollover of the waste as a validation step
to demonstrating performance of the selected mitigation or remediation process. The role of physical
models in these studies is to aid in the development of the physical concepts and numerical simulations
and to serve as a benchmark for the simulations (page K.4). The three general stimulants that have been
investigated are common materials, dynamic stimulants, and chemical stimulants. The use of common
materials eliminates the complexities and long times involved with the use of actual waste or simulated
wastes with the same chemical composition as the waste in Tank 101-SY.

Numerical modeling will be used to validate the understanding of the physical properties of the non-
convecting layer (page K.5). As pointed out above, the numerical simulation capability is used to validate
one's understanding of the physics and allow one to select a mitigation or remediation technique and to
demonstrate the efficacy of the selected method. The method used to develop reliable numerical and
physical models of the nonconvecting layer is shown on page tC6. Information obtained at each level is
used to develop understanding at the other levels. Negative results in the testing at each level are used to
improve the level of understanding and improve the closeness with which the physical models represent
the actual waste.

The thrust in the numerical modeling effort is to use an existing code, which in this case is
FATHOMS (Fluid And THermal Analysis of Multiphase Systems) (Numerical Applications 1987). As
with most codes, some modifications will be needed in order to be able to include the appropriate physics
(page K.8). In the current model that Tom is using, the nonconvecting layer in Tank 1Ol-SY is assumed
to be a mixture with non-Newtonian properties. The viscosity in this layer is driven by the packing of the
small particles that are known to exist in the tank. As these particles pack, the viscosity of the slurry
increases. This model is based on the best available data but may change as more information becomes
available.

Several conservation relationships must be maintained while using the FATHOMS code. These are
listed on page K.9. The constitutive relations that are possible using the FATHOMS code are shown on
page K.10.
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As briefly mentioned above, the viscosity model used by Tom is one in which the viscosity of the

slurry is driven by the particle packing density. Thus, as the particles pack closer to the theoretical
. packing density, the viscosity of the slurry becomes very high (page ICll). There is precedent for this

model in the literature in which the viscosity of slurries are measured as a function of the packing of the

particles in a slurry. Tom used the relationship shown at the top of page IC11 in the FATHOMS code to
describe the viscosity of the mixture. This expression yields a smooth curve through the experimental
results shown in the figure on page K.11. The figures on pages K.12 through K.19 show the results of the
numerical simulations using the FATHOMS code. These figures represent a slice through the tank so

that the left hand side represents the center of the tank avd the right hand side represents the tank wall.
In this simulation, there is a 1:1 correspondence between the bubbles and the particles, i.e. there is one

bubble for each particle. The simulation started with the gas/liquid/solid mixture at the bottom of the
tank. A built-in instability was provided at the start of the simulation so that more gas was at the center
of the tank than at the edges. The temperature profile calculated using FATHOMS also looks similar to
).hat observed in Tank 101-SY before and after a gas release event (page K.20). A profile of the conditions

that exist before an event was imposed on the system. The resulting profile, however, was calculated as

part of the simulation illustrated in the previous figures.

Tom and his coworkers used a list of what is known about the events that occur before, during, and

after a gas release event to guide their search for a system using common materials that could be used to
approximate the events in the tank. These are shown on pages K.22 and K.23. As a result of these con-
siderations, Tom and his coworkers developed a beaker-sized model using the common materials of corn

starch, corn meal, yeast, and baking soda. This model was presented to the Science Panel members. The

yeast generated enough CO 2 to cause a rollover about every 1S to 30 minutes. This model, using these
common materials, was not intended to be strictly representative of the mechanism in the tank, but was
used to gain insight to the possible physical properties that might be operative (page K.24).

In conclusion (page K.25), Tom indicated that the numerical simulations carried out using
FATHOMS were successfully used to reproduce, in general, the nature of the rollover of the non-

convecting layer in Tank 101-SY. Simple systems can probably be developed to model the behavior of the
waste in the tank. Therefore, a physical model of mitigation and remediation techniques for use in

Tank 101-SY can probably be developed. AS part of the feed-back, these modeling efforts will help define
the data that are needed on the actual waste in the tank. The combination of the physical and numerical

models will enable the successful deployment of a remediation or mitigation technique.

Open Discussion

Many subjects are covered in open sessions. Only the main issues will be briefly reported here.

During Dan Herting's presentation, the issue was raised of what analyses are going to be made on the
core samples. This surprised some of the Science Panel members since we had discussed this subject in
some detail and had reviewed the prioritized list that had been sent to the Science Panel members by

Jerry Johnson of Westinghouse Hanford. One question posed to Dan was: Will ali of the critical data be

collected? Dan responded that not ali of these data will be obtained since for some the analytical method
, does not exist or is not developed for use on radioactive samples or the funding does not exist to support

gathering the critical data.
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A question was raised about the technique to be used to analyze the organics. Will it be sufficient to
analyze for classes of organics such as ketones or carboxylic acids, or must the individual organic be
analyzed? To support the mechanistic studies, the individual organic species must be known. This is
probably true for the organics in the tank because some will be key organics found in the mechanism
studies and their presence in the tank waste will be indicative that the same mechanism is taking place in
the actual waste. Gene Ashby pointed out that goal for the analytical method development conducted by
Georgia Tech is different from the goal for the methods development for actual samples. Gene needs a
suite of methods that will give him quick turn around on his samples. He has and will continue to pro-
duce quite a few samples to be analyzed. The methods he uses must be quick. Therefore, the methods he
develops may not be applicable to radioactive sample._ for 13C, NMR, and liquid chromatography. When
developing methods for radioactive samples, care must be taken not to expose the analyst and spread
radioactive material inside the instrument.

lt was suggested that the methods developed by A. P. Toste (Lokken et al. 1986) be used to analyze
the organic_ in the core samples even though this method may not yield quantitative results for the
organics. This method is considered reliable for the organic chelators. This method should indicate the
organics present, but organic analytical techniques need to be developed further. These methods wiN be
useful for Tank 1Ol-SY and for other tanks.

Relative to the organic analyses, there is some concern that the organic decomposition products tend
to be single carbon species such as carbonate, formate, and formaldehyde. However, most of the oxidative
processes such as treatment with O3 y'_eldoxalate. There appears to be little or no oxalate in the tank
based on the analyses reported in Lokken et al. (1986).

Executive Session

In conversations at the meeting, there was some mention that the funding for next fiscal year was
being cut dramatically. The efforts at Georgia Institute of Technology and Argonne National Laboratory
need to continue at the current level. This message needs to be delivered to the management at
Westinghouse Hanford.

The Science Panel members voiced their surprise that their efforts to prioritize a list of chemical and
physical properties on which data should be collected from core samples had apparently not filtered down
to Dan Herting. Thus, it appears that the work done by the Science Panel members was not being taken
into account when preparing the analytical plan.

The next meeting should be in Richland and consist of our normal meeting plus a half-day session of
presentations that summarize the scientific issues, results gathered, and progress made to date. This
should be an open session with invitations to ali interested contractors and Department of Energy person-
nel. Persons from the Ex'ternal Review Committee and the Technical Advisory Panel should also be
invited. A suggestion was made to invite one member from the External Review Committee and the
Technical Advisory Panel to sit in on the Science Panel meetings.
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Day Three of the Meeting

Opening Remarks

The new structure of the Tank Waste Science Panel was explained. The Panel is being reorganized to

prevent the appearance of a conflict of interest for those members who are receiving funding to do work
which the Science Panel members must oversee. Therefore, the new organization will consist of a Science
Panel and Working Groups. The Science Panel members would be specifically prevented from obtaining
research funds to perform work directly related to the waste issues. Those with research funds would form
the Working Groups. Two or more persons directly funded through the Science Panel would act as
specialists in the Working Group subjects such as hydrogen-generating wastes. Additional experts in
chemistry will be added to the Science Panel. As the need arises,more experts and working groups will be
added.

The Science Panel/Working Group meetings would also serve as coordination meetings that were
planned by Jerry Johnson for the work funded directly through Wes,mghouse Hanford.

Ferrocyanide Work at Pacific Northwest Laboratory

Since the last meeting, L. I., (Lee) Burger l_,-f6i_ned work on making fiowsheet material. The initial
results indicate that the material is non-stoichiometric. The K, Na, and Ni forms of the material have

been prepared but not fully characterized. Freshly prepared material contains enough nitrate to cause an
exothermic reaction as observed in the differential scanning calorimeter (DSC). Repeated washes of this
material provide a material that is nearly nitrate free but is very difficult to filter. A small amount of
electrolyte added to the wash water makes the material easier to filter or centrifuge but it still shows an
exotherm in the DSC.

The same analysis indicates there are about four waters of hydration associated with each ferrocyanide
moiety. In the time-to-explosion (TI'X) tests, this water caust_ the material to be pushed from the tubes
in which the material is placed. Drying the material in a vacuum oven helps alleviate the problem. The
lowest temperature at which the simulated fiowsheet material has been found to explode is 290°C for
material that has been dried in a vacuum oven prior to testing. For the flowsheet material, an exotherm in
the DSC analysis occurs at about 310°C.

Plans are being made to obtain an auger sample of the material in Tank 104-BY. This will be fol-
lowed by a core sample obtained by the "push"mode. Under normal operation, the core drill is rotated.
In this mode, however, exce_ive bit temperatures have been measured when drilling through stand-in
waste materials. Therefore, until a new drill bit can be developed, the core drill will be pushed instead of
rotated when obtaining core samples. Sampling of Tank 104-BY is planned for early calendar year 1992.

Lee performed thermodynamic calculations to determine the amount of diluent needed to prevent
ferrocyanide from reaching a temperature at which an exothermic reaction could occur. These calculations
included phase changes such as liquid-to-gas or solid-to-liquid transitions. Thus, only 2.7 g of water are

• needed per gram of ferrocyanide to prevent the ferrocyanide from reaching the temperature of 307°C. Lee
was quick to point out that these were strictly thermodynamic calculations and did not include kinetic con-
siderations. Rate considerations would have to include the temperature dependence of the ferrocyanide

. reactions, the thermal conductivity of the surrounding media, etc.
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Ferrocyanlde Issues

The main issue with the ferrocyanide wastes is their potential for explosion (page L.1). However, this
danger may be on'.y a perceived danger rather than an actual one. No material has been obtained from the
tanks to determine whether it is explosive. Therefore, where is the urgency? The urgency should be to
obtain samples from the tanks suspected to contain the highest quality of ferrocyanide because wastes
added since precipitating the ferrocyanide tend to mitigate the explosive nature of the waste.

Therefore, the major scientific issues (page L.2) are related to actual waste or simulated wastes that
closely approximate that which is expected in the tanks. Radiation resistance of the materials needs to be
checked since this would have the effect of destroying the ferrocyanide wastes. When actual samples are
obtained, reliable methods need to be in place to analyze for ferrocyanides in the samples. In addition,
reaction initiation temperatures need to be measured using the actual samples to determine the explosive
nature of the actual waste. In the case that significant ferrocyanides are found in a tank or tanks, indica-
tors of ferrocyanide reactions need to be found to provide a warning if the material is approaching a
potential explosion temperature. These indicators may be characteristic gases that are released before or
at the onset of runaway reactions.

General Discussion of the Ferrocyanlde Issues

Several open questions remain about the chemistry of the ferrocyanides. The radiation stability of
ferrocyanides decomposition products, such as ferricyanide, has not been adequately studied. A prelimi-
nary study of the compound dicesiumhexacyanoferrate(II) was performed. Although the material changed
color after exposure tc, gamma radiation, it was still reactive (explosive). The resulting material was not
characterized.

There have been suggestions that ferrocyanides are subject to hydrolysis in the presence of base, but
no proof has been offered from laboratory studies. A sign of the decomposition of cyanide ion in these
solutions would be the presence of NII3, the odor of which would certainly be detectable. Ammonia has
never been detected in any of the studies at Pacific Northwest Laboratory.

Since the ferrocyanide issue could be most easily resolved by obtaining a sample from a tank, a dis-
cussion was held concerning the best tank to sample. One of the Scier.ce Panel members suggested
reviewing the list of tanks to determine which one may contain ferrocyanide in a relatively pure state, lt
would not necessarily contain the largest mass of ferrocyanide. This tank would be one into which little of
other waste types have been added. Sampling this tank would yield material most likely to contain
ferrocyanides.

Analysis of the tank samples for ferrocyanides was also discussed. There appears to be no specific
method for determining ferrocyanide. One of the panel members suggested that cyanide is relatively easy
to detect using a UV/Visible spectrometer. Therefore, if cyanide were detected in the solids, then an
analysis for ferrocyanide should proceed. However, analysis at the temperature at which exothermic reac-
tions occur in the actual waste samples is very important.
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One sample from a ferrocyanide waste tank was obtained some years ago during the Basalt Waste
Isolation Project. This sample was located but the core segments had been mixed together to form a

. homogenized sample. Any layer of ferrocyanide in the waste would have been greatly diluted after the
samples had been homogenized. No useful information was obtained from that sample.

As usual in discussions of the ferrocyanide issues, a question arises concerning the possibility of a hot
spot in a ferrocyanide waste tank. The existence of a hot spot is considered to be the most credible acci-
dent scenario leading to a ferrocyanide explosion. One of the Science Panel members suggested that the
best way to approach this question is to assume a hypothetical hot spot. The heat from this material could
be dissipated by cooling mechanisms in the waste such as thermal conductivity and radiodecay. Using
computer simulations of cooling and radiodecay with the assumed hot spot, one could calculate the
thermal conductivities that support a hot spot getting hotter rather than cooler. This analysis would pro-
vide a range of values for thermal conductivities, which could be compared with reasonable values. If the
values for thermal conductivities necessary to support the hot spot growing warmer are clearly outside of
the range of reasonable values, then the credibility of the hot spot scenario could be seriously questioned.
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AGENDAFORTHETANKWAST_SCIENCEPANELMEETING

. OULY9, ._0. & 11. 1991

GEORGIA;NSTITUTE.OFTECHNOLOGY.ATLANTA.GA

" TUESDAY,JULY 9, 1991 HYDROGENISSUES

8:00 Breakfastat GIT MicroelectronicsMeetingRoom
8:30 Presentation of the latest Tank IOI-SY Data - DA Reynolds

DL Herring
10:00 Break
10:15 Presentation of the Georgia Tech Work - ECAshby, C Liotta

K Barefield,H. Neuman,
Others

12:00 Lunch - Catered
1:00 Presentationof the WestinghouseWork - DL Herring
1:45 Presentationof the PacificNorthwestWork - LR Pederson
2:30 Presentationof ArgonneNationalLab Work - D Meisel
3:15 Tour of the GeorgiaTech Laboratory- EC Ashby
5:00 Adjourn

WEDN_$OAY,JULY 10, 1991 HYDROGENISSUESCONTINUED

8:00 Breakfastat GIT MicroelectronicsMeetingRoom
8:30 Presentationof PNL Work on PhysicalModeling- RT Allemann
10:00 Break
10:15 Presentationof the WHC Work on PhysicalModeling- TM Burke
11:45 Lunch- Catered
1:00 Discussionand UnfinishedBusiness
3:00 Break
3:30 ExecutiveSession
5:00 Adjourn

THURSQAY,JULY 11, 199_ FERROCYANIDEISSUES

8-00 Breakfastat GIT MicroelectronicsMeetingRoom
8:30 OpeningRemarksand Discussionof the New Structurefor the Tank

WasteSciencePanel
9:30 Presentationof the FerrocyanideIssues- WW Schulz
10:00 Break
10:15 Discussionof the FerrocyanideIssues
12:00 Lunch - Catered
1:00 Discussionof NeededResearchfor FerrocyanideIssues
2:00 ExecutiveSession
4:00 Adjourn
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Attendees

Professor Eugene Ashby (Contact at Georgia Tech)
225 North Avenue NOT STAYING at the Wyndham
Boggs Chemistry Building
Georgia'Institute of Technology
Atlanta, GA 30332

- (404)B94-4003, (404)636-4740 Home

Dr. Thom Dunning (Panel Chairman) Arriv_g 7/B
Pacific Northwest Laboratory Departing 7/11/91
PO Box 9gg, K2-1B
Richland, WA 99352
(509)375-6863

Dr. Denis Strachan (Panel Executive Secretary) Arriving 7/8/91
Pacific Northwest Laboratory Departing 7/11/91
PO Box ggg, K2-44
Richland, WA 99352
(509)375-2550

Dr. Donald S. Trent Arriving 7/8/91
Pacific Northwest Laboratory Departing 7/11/91
PO Box 999, Kl-B2
Richland, WA 99352
(509)375-2105

Dr. Dan Reynolds Arriving 7/8/91
Westinghouse Hanford Company Departing 7/11/91
PO Box 1970, R2-11
Richland, WA 99352
(509)373-3115

Dr. Darryl D. Siemer Arriving 7/8/91
WINCO Departing 7/11/91
IRC, MS 2207
Idaho Falls, ID 83403
FTS 583-1373, (208)526-1373

Dr. Ned E. Bibler, Research Associate Arriving 7/8/91
DeFense Waste Processing Technology Section Departing 7/11/91
Westinghouse Savannah River Co.
PO Box 616
Aiken SC 29802

• Dr. Phil Horwitz Arriving 7/8/91
Group Leader Departing 7/11/91
Chemistry Division

. Argonne National Laboratory
Argonne, IL 60439
(708)972-2000
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Dr. Wally Schulz Arriving 7/8/91
727 Sweetleaf Drive Departing 7/11/91
Wilmington, DE 19808
(302)998-9011

Dr. Bill Thomson, Chairman Arriving 7/8/91
Department of Chemical Engineering Departing 7/11/91 .
Washington State University
Pullman, WA 99164
(509)335-4332

Dr. Ed Hart Arriving 7/8/91
2115 Hart Road Departing 7/11/91
Port Angeles, WA 98362
(206)928-3695

Dr. R. T. Allemann
Pacific Northwest Laboratory
P.O. Box 999
Richland, WA 99352

Dr. Dan Meisel Arriving 7/8/91

Argonne National Laboratory Departing 7/10/91
Chemistry Division
Argonne, IL 60439

Dr. Larry Morgan
Pacific Northwest Laboratory
P.O. Box 999
Richland, WA 99352

Dr. George Mellinger
Pacific Northwest Laboratory
P.O. Box 999
Richland, WA 99352

Dr. Dan Herting
Westinghouse Hanford Compan
PO Box 1970
Richland, WA 99352

Dr. Lee Burger Arriving 7/9/91
Pacific Northwest Laboratory Departing 7/11/91
P.O. Box 999
Richland, WA 99352

Dr. Larry Pederson
Pacific Northwest Laboratory
P.O. Box 999
Richland, WA 99352

Dr. T. M. Burke

Westinghouse Hanford Company
P.O. Box 1970, H0-34
Richland, WA 99352
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Dr. Ben Johnson
Pacific Northwest Laboratory
P.O. Box 999
Richland, WA 99352

Please guarantee all reservations for late arrival. We will need to have a
• shuttle service available (for those who don't want to walk) each morning from

the hotel to Georgia Tech for 8 am meetings.
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Mechanistic Elucidation of Chemistry in Tank 101-SY

Tank Waste Science Panel Meeting

' Georgia Institute of Technology, Atlanta, Georgia

July 9-11, 1991

Professors" E.C. Ashby Post Doctoral Assistants" Fabio Doctorovich
Ashok Konda

E. Kent Barefield Kai Zhang

Charles L. Liotta M.S. Chemist: Jeff Hurley

Henry M. Neumann Technician" D. Allan Annis
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' General Considerations

1. Approach to solving problem of gas generation in 101 - SY

2. Reactions under thermal and radiation conditions

3. Isotopic labeling

, _ , 0 0

t.,IO <._1 _' "_'" N " I_" ' _ CI-IL - C.- o t.4 14 C. H

t't Oj ¢.._'_._.I=, C H

4. Source of H2, NzO, NH3, N2and COz

5. Intermediate determination

6. Kinetics (Rate, Stoichiometry)

7. Radical nature of the reaction

8. Effect of radiation

9. Analytical development
i,
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Present Status

(1) Funding for the Georgia Tech research program arrived March 26, 1991

• (2) Immediately obtained a 4 man laboratory; Cleaned and stocked with
glassware, equipment etc.

Ordered and received capital equipment (vac. pumps, stirring motors etc.)

Evaluated Ion Chromatography (lC) and Capillary Electrophoresis (CE)

(Dionics) for analysis of NO2, NO3, CO32, formate, oxalate etc. Ordered
ion chromatograph. Borrowed lC has been set up and is operating.

Ordered and received two Hewlett Packard gas chromatographs (TC and
F1D detectors). Being equipped for gas analysis.

Hired 3 postdoctoral assistants, one M.S. Chemist and one technician.

Research team instructed as to the Hanford problem including
dissemination and discussion of pertinent reports.

i

(3) Literature search of prior art is in progress.

(4) Detailed discussions as to problem evaluation, solutions, strategy, division
of objectives and responsibility for objectives have taken place. Group
meetings each week (Tuesday 3'30 p.m.).

(5) Progress made toward the establishment of the Cannizzaro Intermediate
as the source of H2.

(6) Progress made toward preparation of isotopically labeled compounds.

(7) Progress made in determining the Kinetics of the reactions of EDTA,
HEDTA and glycolic acid in gas generating reactions.

(8) Progress made in analytical development lH, 2D, 1SN,NMR, lC, glc, mass
" spec, EB-LC-MS vs TS-LC-MS, atomic absorption.
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' Division of Responsibilities,

Ashby - Doctorovich Mechanism of H2 gas evolution. Product identification,
stoichiometry, intermediate formation, crust formation. •

Barefield - Konda Isotopic labeling of HEDTA, glycolic acid, IDA, etc.,
fragment identification, source of H2, N20, NH3 and N2.

Liotta - Hurley Kinetics under a variety of conditions. Resolution of
Delagarde report, role of 02 in reaction.

Neumann - Zhang Responsibility for analytical development and radiation
Annis experiments.
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• What is the exact reaction mechanism whereby hydrogen is
8enerated from reactions oi HEDTA? What are the
stoich/ometry and kinetia of the decomposition reaction?

• What is the exact reaction mechanism whereby hydrosen is
_enerated from reactions oi 81ycoLic arid? What are the
stoichiometry and kineticz of the decomposition reaction?

• Why do I-IKDTA and glycolic acid decompose to produce
hyd1"o_1 while rime acid and EDTA, two complexes present (at
least initially) irt substantial concentrations, do not?

What are the chemical reactions which lead to the _eneration ct
nitrous oxide gas? What are the stoichiometry and kinet/_ of
the such reactions?

• Do clesrac/ation procluccs of the cornplexancs originally 1_re:'ent
in Tank Z41-SY-101 uncler_o reactions which lead to the
production of hydro8en and/or nitrous oxide? If so, _vhir_
producta and what is the reaction rate?
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HLProducin_ Reactions

y- radiolysis _,O OH- (_)=
i!DTA- > HCH > H'C'H

t

JCS Dalton OH
11()5(1978)

Int. J. Rad. Phys. Chem. Cannizzaro Intermediate

7i 4_._2L565 t 1975) Hydride ion donor

_)" H_C = O O
| II

Ii-{'=H ............. > HCOH .H3C-Q'_ HCOO'. H,COH ¢1)I

()H"-

" HOH
%

, ()

(dilute) HCOH _ Hz . ()H--......" HCOO'_H z _ H:O I2)

Reaction (2),_hould he more t:wored under dilute conditions.

The ','lelds of HCOO_md CH,OH were analvzed by )H - NMR. using different initial
")=_.'_)nc_ntrationsof CH,O. ([NaOH] = =.'_ M).

ICH,OI,,M ";-CH,OH/%HCO0-

1.25() ().96
().125 ().92
().()1"_-. ().78

l'he rat)o ,)t CH ,OHIHCOO decreases when ICH,()I decreases. This is consistent with reaction

c2) l_<In,zmore favored under diluted conditions.
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. Deuterium Tracer Experiments

Reaction (2) _hould produce HD if the reaction is carried out in D.,O:

H > HCOO'* HD * OD" (3)
OH

The presenc_ oi"HD was investiEated by M.S.. after heating a .,,olution of CH:O 3 hours (7()°C)

,,_OD/D,O. (ICH,OI :().17 .',,I: IODI = 3.5 M).

I-Iz ,rod HD ,,,.'ereround in 2:I ratio. I-IDcould have been formed according to equation (3).

FI_ pre_ence of H: .,,ug_est.'_that a radical mechanism could be taking piace:

() ()-ii !

(DH'+ HCH ...... >HCH (#)
i

OH

O
0_

O" OH- O= HCH O' H
e I _ a

HCH ........ > HCH > HCH +'CO" (5)

OH O" 0 = H

el)

() ()
I tO --

H C H ...... _.H. + H C (.) (6)
,%

()'='

=_H........> H, (71

o
)4. . II

• <,!"c "/C
,

Q
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o¢HJ h

The addition of H,O., to a CH.,O/OH'/]=I,O solution prodt, ces H, in [(X)% yield _ (based on

H,O,). Can. J. Chem. 29. 1046 ( i95 ! ).

2 CH:O + HzO2 + 2 NaOH ...... > 2 HCOONa . 2 H:O . H: (S) "

Accordin_ to eq. tS). I()()_ yield of HCOO'is obtained when a ratio CH:O:H:O= = 2: I. in fact.

this reaction is used as a quantitative method for the determination of CH:O. based on the

quantity ot Hj, evolved.

In this (.'ase. the H: ,,,eneration could be due to the presence of the radical anion I of eq. e).

(')H"

l-la()_ ........ > HO_" - H:O 19)

() k, O" k. O"
II l = I

HCH . HO_ ...... > HCH ...... > HCH +OH' (l())
OOH O.

([)

/
.-kfuture experiment could be the radiolysis of a CH,O/OH'/H.,O ._olution. The 0 formed

from H.O could react with H.,CO to tom'1 sntem'mdiate I. according to eq. I I and 12.

OH"

• ()H )()_" _ H,O ( I I)

O
18

()_'_- H C H ..... > (I) (12)
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()xygen Absortion

Gas measurements were carried out for the reaction

" H.,CO/OH/H,O (lH,COl = ().()2 M: IOH') = 2.3 M).

C)2.absonion was observed (aprox. 5% respect toCH,.O). This could mean that O,. is acting as a

radical sc:_venger: .:

O" O" O"
t w I

HCH + O, -.... > HCH ..... > HCH . O (13)
• " _ l

00. ().

Flt)wev_r. no dit'ferenc_ wa.,)observed in the r_action rate when it was carried out under N,

,itrno._phere. In both cases the reaction is 30% complete in 0.5 hs (r.t.). A complete gas analysis

of the reaction will be carried out. Also. the mixture will be analyzed by 170=NMR. after

_.'arry.in,_out the reaction under t;O, atmosphere.
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SYNTHETIC WASTE CHEMICAL MECHANISMS STUDIES

KINETICS AND MECHANISMS OF GAS FORMATION

(1) Introduction

(2) Review of the Delegard Report

(3) Current Reaction System

(4) Experimental Results and Observations

(5) Concluding Remarks
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SY_=THETIC WASTE CHEMICAL MECHANISMS STUDIES

KINETICS AND MECHANISMS OF GAS FORMATION

" (1) Delegard Report:

(a) Heterogeneous system

(b) Meaning of reagent concentrations

(c) Induction period for gas evolution

(_ Method of initial rates

D.17



SYNTHETIC WASTE CHEMICAL MECHANISMS STUDIES

KINETICS AND MECHANISMS OF GAS FORMATION

(1) Homogeneous vs. Heterogeneous Reaction Systems

(2) "FINAL WORD" Homogeneous Initial Reaction Conditions

Components Molarity

NaOH 2.00

NaAIO= 1.54

NANO3 2.59

NANO= 2.24

Na2CO3 0.42

Organic 0.21

(3) Reaction Scale: 100 mL

(4) Reaction Temperature: 125° C

(5) Organic Components:

(a) EDTA

(b) HEDTA

(c) Glycolic Acid
=,

(6) Atmosphere: Air or Argon

D.18



(7) Reaction Vessel:
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SYNTHETIC WASTE CHEMICAL MECHANISMS STUDIES

KINETICS AND MECHANISMS OF GAS FORMATION

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND OBSERVATIONS
°

(1) EDTA under Air (A-26) and Argon (A-22):

(a) Initial gas expansion

(b) No appreciable gas evolution for 300 hours

(c) Solid phase formed during the 300 hour period

D.20



(2) HEDTA under Argon (A-30):

(a) Initial gas expansion

(b) Induction period for gas evolution: approx. 25 hours

(c) Reaction time for total gas evolution: approx. 180 hours

(d) Total volume of gas evolved during reaction: approx. 75 mL

(e) Moles of gas evolved: 0.0030

(f) Rate of gas evolution after induction: 0.30 mL/hr

(g) Solid phase formed during the 180 hour period

(h) Ammonia odor detected from reaction system
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(3) Giycolato under Air (A-34):

(a) Initial gas expansion

(b) Induction period for gas evolution: approx. 55 hours
°

(c) Reaction time for total gas evolution: approx, 484 hours

(d) Total volume of gas evolved during reaction:
approx. 250 mL

(e) Moles of gas evolved: 0.010

(f) Rate of gas evolution after induction: 0.51 mL/hr

(g) Solid phase formed during the 484 hour period

(h) NMR analysis of aqueous solution before and after
reaction',

initial moles glycolate = 0,021

final moles glycolate = 0.009
final moles formate = 0.003
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(4) Glycolate Under Argon (A-38):

(a) Initial gas expansion
I

(b) Induction period for gas evolution: approx. 55 hours

(c) Reaction time for total gas evolution: approx. 190 hours

(d) Total volume of gas evolved during reaction: approx. 80 mL

(e) Moles of gas evolved: 0.0036

(f) Rate of gas evolution after induction: 0.37 mL/hr

(g) Solid phase formed during the 190 hour period
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Use of lsotopicaily Labeled Reagents for Elucidation
of Reaction Mechanisms

=,

Use of _3Clabeled organic substratesto determine fragmentation pathways

Use of _SNlabeled NO2"and NO_"to determine source(s) of N20 and NH3
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_3CLabeled Compounds for Mechanistic Investigations

! 'lr t "=

/--co2" -O2C - V_N '__CO 2_" H/ '__CO 2-
HO

HEDTA ED3A

• _CO 2-

H2N N co2-/
u-EDDA

Objective:..

To determine the product(s) from fragmentation of organic substrates that
incorporate the labeled carbon atoms.

Experimental Plan:

Synthesize labeled compounds.

Monitor thermal reaction (120° C, simulated tank conditions) by _3CNMR
spectroscopy.

Identify products by comparison of chemical shifts of products with
standards.

Repeat experiments under radiolysis conditions to determine whether there
is a variation in product distribution.
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,/_-CO 2-

-o_o---%_/_/N'_--_oH 2-

ED3A

:!
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Origin of Nitrous Oxide and Ammonia in Decompositions
of HEDTA and Derived Organics

4_IBIO 2

/--co2-_N _CO2 - H/ - "
HO

HEDTA ED3A

H2N "/'_N/_CO 2-
'__CO 2-

u-EDDA

Obiective:

To determine whether nitrogen from organics is incorporated in N20 and/or
NH3.

Experimental P.!an.i

Perform thermal reactions utilizing _SNlabeled NO2 and NO3 for preparation
of simulated tank .medium with HEDTA, ED3A or u-EDDA as organic.

Monitor headspace gases by GC/MS to determine isotopic content of N=©
and NH3; presence of any I'N will indicate participation of organic in
formation.

Repeat experiments under radiolysis conditions to determine whether
isotopic content of gases varies.
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ANIONANALYSIS- INSTRUMENTEVALUATION

TYPICAL SOLUTIONS THAT WE NEED TO ANALYZE WOULD

CONTAIN THE STANDARD COMPONENTS: 2,00 M NAOH,1,54M AL(III),

2,59M NAN03,2,24M NAN02,0,42M NA2C03,0,21M ORGANIC

REACTANT, AND 0,01 - 0,20 M ORGANIC PRODUCTS,

FIVE REPRESENTATIVE SOLUTIONS (CONTAINING HEDTA AND EDTA AS

REACTANTS, AND NAHC02,NAC2H302,AND NA2C204SEPARATELY AS

"PRODUCTS") WERE SUBMITTED TO DIONEX CORPORATION FOR

COMPARISON OF THEIR CAPILLARY ELECTROPHORESIS AND ION

CHROMATOGRAPHY EQU IPMENT,

CAPILLARY ELECTROPHORESIS: THE "PRODUCTS" IN LOW CONCENTRATION

WERE OBSCURED BY THE NITRATE AND NITRITE IN HIGH CONCENTRATION,

[ON CHROMATOGRAPHY: FORMATE AND ACETATE WERE RESOLVED FROM

EACH OTHER AND FROM NITRATE AND NITRITE,

CONCLUSION: A DIONEX DX-300 SERIES CHROMATOGRAPH WAS ORDERED,
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ANALYSESWITH 10N CHROMATOGRAPH

USING AN OLDER IC INSTRUMENT(AUTO ION SYSTEM 12

ANALYZER), WE HAVE BEEN DEVELOPING METHODS FOR THE

GLYCOLATE SAMPLES,

CONDUCTIVITY DETECTOR

ELUENT:2 - 50 MM NAOH

ALUM INUM WOULD BE PRESENT AS AL(0H)4 '

IT IS NOT DETECTED, BUT SEPARATE EXPERIMENTS WITH
i

OTHER ANION EXCHANGE COLUMNS INDICATE IT SHOULD BE

PASS ING THROUGH THE SEPARATION COLUMN, IT DOES NOT

INTERFERE,

EXAMPLES FOLLOW:
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...... i _

Components ....... _--

...... i-._.
,

2 m moles Na2C2H302 ..... f--
I

Z m moles NaNO2 _. _.......
- I

2 m moles NaNO2,3 ',. _ _ L..
/

2 m moles Na2C204
/

,_. _..|- - °
l

.- 1

....... .,,i.I=.i _ _ .... ii,

,

• ° t- --

' ' t ! ' I
: I ...-- 1 "

i _t --.
" " T" i ......

i - - ! : _ " - '-

I . .

......! ,, --_
' l I,.-- b. I I ...........

, , I i .....
, i
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r-NO--,
L 3 _

: 1.09 (from peak heights) IN03 ]-" : 1.16[NOo ,mm

= l.ll (from peak areas) IN02 ]
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ANALYSISBY PROTONNMR

THISMETHODIS BASEDON USINGA STANDARDIN A

CAPILLARYTUBELOCATEDCONCENTRICALLYDOWNTHE

CENTERAND LENGTHOF THE NMR TUBE,THE

STANDARDIN THE EXAMPLESSHOWNIS ACETONITRILE

(i,93 PPM),

EXAMPLES:

(I) 0,3M HC02 _N2,011NAOH

(2) 0,21 M GLYCOLATE ION IN 2,0 M NAOH

(3) AFTER REACTION OF 0,21 M GLYCOLATE
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'i ' " ! : ...... _i _ ' I

0,3M HCO_- IN2,0M NAOH
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0,21M GLYCOLATE IONIN2,0M NAOH

o
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I
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AFTER REACTION OF 0,21 M GLYCOLATE
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ALUMINUM-27NMR

SOLUTIONS OF AL(III)AT 0,5 M CONCENTRATIONS IN: r

POSITION WIDTH

i M NAOH 80,04 18,18 ,

4 M NAQH 79,74 45,8

6 M NAQH 79,41 74,9

2 M NANO3,4 M NAOH 79,69 63,2

2 M NANO2,4 M NAOH 79,77 6Q,9

i M NA2CO3, 4 M NAOH 79,72 75,9

PEAK AT 80 PPM DUE TO AL(0H)4
3+

REFERENCE STANDARD IS AL(H20)6

.i
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_L ;2 LINE WIDTHS REF=4, 62 SAMPLE=4,5 _.HZ

,,. EXP3 mULSE SE"JUENCE _,TO 13C
0A/I=" 0 6-2 1-g 1

,qp
.. SOLVENT 020

F'_LE HN6212

I

LJ
i r -q i i i i iiii ij i _- i i i i

'2." '30 BO ;';3 4.0 20 0 -20 -4.0 _=M-60

0,5M AL(III)IN 4 M NAOH
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AL, ;6 LINE W'IDTI-.ISREF'=5 00 SAMPLE=TS o ft'Z"

EXP3 P_LSE SEQUENCE STD13C
DATE 0._-21-g I
SOL VEN'_ 020
FILE o HN6216

I

I
I"41

0,5 M AL(III)IN 1 M NA2CO3, 4 M NAOH
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Gas Generation Measurement
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s

HEDTA GAS ANALYSES

f

[' II I I

RUN SAMPLE VESSEL Hz NzO , Nz 0z Ar NHr*
m I I I III

2 1 Glass 1.4 32 58 8.6 0.63 ....
i

2 2 Glass 1.9 26 66 5.1 0.83 ....

i i=

8 1 Glass 1.4 41 5_ 6.9 0.54 ....
i

11 1 Hot Tefl on 2.6 36 54 5.3 O.50 1.54

11 2 Hot Teflon 3.4 40 48 2.0 0.35 6.22
i

I1 3 Hot Teflon 3.6 38 41 0.2 0.22 16.5
i n

) 1 11 4 Hot Teflon 3.8 44 52 0.6 0.24 <.01
"r

IINU BIB IIII I_ Illl Ul

12 1 Hot Teflon 2.1 32 62 3.5 0.42 0.14
i

12 2 Itot Teflon 2.0 40 57 0.2 0.23 1.11

I u i | iii ii

13 1 Hot Teflon 2.1 30 64 3.6 0.44 0.11
........ I

i |

* indicatesan estimationby the MS Lab
1Sample taken after oven was turned off
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Appendix F

Stagnant Film Diffusion



i

Washington State University
I Oepartment of Chemical Engineering Pullman, WA 99164-2710

" 509-335-4332
• FAX 509-335-9608

July 15, 1991

Dr. Dan Herring
Westinghouse Hanford Co.
P.O. Box 1970, T6-50
Richland, WA 99352

Dear Dan:

In an attempt to answer your request for an explanation of the reverse concentration
gradients you have measured in your gas generation apparatus, I have enclosed a brief
analysis of "stagnant film diffusion".

The analogy with your complex system is that the condensing water corresponds to z =L and
the slurry corresponds to z=0. Thus water could correspond to species 'A' since it boils at
z =0 and condenses at z =L. Of course your system is far more complex since a number of
other species are also generated at z=0 and gas solubilities differ and are a function of
temperature. My point is that one would expect some sort of reverse concentration gradient
in such a system. However, I would be hard pressed to prove that it would only be the Ns
species.

In the absence of a detailed mathematical analysis (let alone the necessity to have
solubilities, etc.), the best thing to do is to run continuously so that all of the gases can be
withdrawn.

Sincerely,

q,

William J. Thomson
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Synthetic Waste Studies
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EQUILIBRIUM CONTACT ANGLE IN SYSTEM
CONTAINING SOLID, LIQUID, AND GAS

LIQUID _liquidgas

e "Ysolid-gas

< -_solid-liquid

• _solid-gas" _/solid-liquid =_liquid-gas COSO
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Synthetic WasLe Matrix

2,0 I I 1

.£ 1.5 - • • -

•

0

1.0- • (a) _
0
,_,,q

c_

A.
0

> 0.5 - • • -

,,,,-,,i

0+0 L i J
0.0 0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0

Relative NaAIO 2 Concentration

(a) Reference colnposItlonbased ol, Delegard (I980) and ),(auss(1986)
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Compositions of Synthetic Waste Formulatlons
m

Reference High NaA10. Low NaA10_. High NaA102 Low NAA10z
• Component Formulation HJ9h Or9an_c Low Organic Low Organic High Organi

NaAIOz 2.1 3.15 1.05 3.15 1.05

Na4EDTA O.17 O.255 O.085 0.085 O.255

Na3HEDTA 0.35 0.525 O.175 O. 175 0.525

NaCI 0.35 0.35 0.35 0.35 0.35

Na3PO4 0.20 0.20 0.20 0.20 O.20

NaNO2 3. I 3.1 3. I 3. I 3. I

NaNO3 3. I 3.1 3.1 3.1 3. I

NazCO3 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4

NaF 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1

NaOH 2.9 2.9 2.9 2.9 2.9

1.5x10 "3 1.5x10 "3 1.5x10 "3 1.5xlO "3 1.5xlO "3,NO])3

Cu(N03)2 2.Ix10"4 2.1x10"4 2.1xi0"4 2.Ix10"4 2.Ixi0"4

Fe(N03)3 2.0x10"3 2.0x10"3 2.0x10"3 2.0x10"3 2.0x103

Ni(NO3)z 3.Ixi0"3 3.Ixi0"3 3.1xi0"3 3.Ixi0"3 3.Ixi0"3

All.concentrationsare in Molar units (M).
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Solids Volume for

Various l_or'mulaLions

I-li_h [Organic] PormulaLions
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Terminal Volume. of Solids

vs. [Organic]/[NaAlO 2] Ratio

1200 , , , , ,

--1 • High Organic

Low NaAIO zI000 - A -

t_
• High Organic

;= High NaAIO z
o 800 -
u] v
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o
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E i

• Low NaAIO z
o
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.,i_
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B-

0 1 1 1 I , L 1
0.0 0.5 1.0 1,5 2 0 2 5 3.0 3.5

[OrganicJ/[NaAlOz] Ratio
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Gas Cener'aLion l)aLa
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Appendix H

Radiolytic Generation of Gases from Synthetic Waste



I;

Task Force on

"- "RADIOLYTiC GENERATION OF GASE:_ FROM SYNTHETIC
WASTE"

Chemistry Division

Argonne National laboratory

D. (Oani) Meisel (El. Transfer & Energy Conversion Group)

H. (Herb) Diamond (Separations Group)

E. P. (Phil) Horwitz (Separations Group)

C. (Chuck) D. Jonah (Radiation Chemistry Group)

Max S. Matheson (El. Transfer & Energy ConversionGroup)

Myran C. Sauer (Radiation Chemistry Group)

Jim (Sully) C. Sullivan (Heavy Elements Group)

Beth Cerny (Task Force Personnel)

Freddy Barnabas (Task ForcePersonnel)

Literature Survey Radlolytic Yields Modeling & Pulse Rad.
(Myran) (Chuck)

Leon M. Stock ANL/CHM Division Director
" Fred A. Cafasso ANL/CHM Deputy DivisionDirector
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(Y or [3Radiation)

H20 /_-.* e'aq ; H'; H2 OH ; H202; H+

e. (.A_'.;20-30eV)

¢3 O +
H _-_'- H _ H j _H + e- (+AE)

/' t".rm
OH ; H . _oe';

Iv

• iq

1.o.c..j _o_
_22) -

I I
5000 A

Hydrogen Formation Reactions;

H + H -- H2

H20

e"aq + e'aq --- I"I2

H30

e'aq + H -- H2

RH + H --- H2 + R"

H.2
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. Schemalic Presentation of I-I2 Generation

. and !mpoMant Scavenging in Tank
_, , , ,,,, ,,, , , J

- III I

1CTO_----

Al_a_)l[]ImctMe_ _ "IO-o,t--

TheTnJLocal.

i

10"i_ ! e'_y

10-1_ --_ e.lq ,,_q

J _H_ ,__

Spur_cUons / H+! H'_

/ i t
<

i OH"

10"° ---- il --HH_! NO2"
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. _ _:_"

Time, sec
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SCHEME li
02

el

3

k-1.4x106 M-ls -1 pKa-4.8 -

k-9.7x109 M"1$-1 H20

k--5.Sxl 04 s"1

H20 2k-.gx108 M"1s"
k.l.0xl03 S-1 N204 _" OH "< __ k-2.0xl 05 S"1

K-1.5x10 " -'-

,1.3x109 M-ls-1
k,-1.0xl 010 M-ls-1 pKa,,5.3

HO2NO -. _ ONO2"

_-,1.1x109 M'ls "1 _Jfk,,l.9xl03 s"1

k.4.1x109M.ls.1 (_ NO3 - + H.
k=,2.0 xl010 M'ls "1, H. k'7'1x108 M'ls'I

HNO2" _ NO22.
pKa-7.7 .0x103 s"1

K=7.3x10 5 M
pKa=5. 1.1x109 M-ls "1

OH" . _ N203

•10k-23x10 M'ls "1 _f k'5.3x102 s'l

2NO2 - + 2H+

_._ _ f K,,3.5x10 "5 M pKa-3.5

_' 02. <

HNO " _ NO" _ N2 ....._HN 202
pKa-4.7 pr

k=1.Tx109 M-ls-1 (_
N303" < k=4.9x106 M'ls "1

pKa,,3._ _s" 1
HN303 J

N20 + NO2 -
k=4.6xl 03 sol
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I I III I I I

. Nitrogen
Oxidation

State

v NO3. _.,_,
e

PKa_._ £ .
tv _ _ NO 2 < > N204

• I OH

NO 2-III "--

li PKa,__ _aq_2OH.
< NO2 _ NO _..,,_ N202

,_ e'aq'_

PKa NO NO" _ RHN202" <I

N20 < N303"

4NO + 2OH" --- N20 + 2NO 2" + H20

NH2NO 2 -.- N20 + H20
• oi-I-

H.5



o_oo.2,_ c.2co2_oT,
.O2CCH2 /, NCH2CH2N <CH2CO 2

O _ ..

(h _x?)

(also H ) also H )

.CH2N "+_ CH2CO2" .CH2C .HN( CH2CO2 "
--CH2CO2 " -- CH2CO 2 " ,f

_'HCO 2" <CH2CO2".CH2N " , .CH2N

ox.,.n°.=o -co,
<OH(OH)CO 2 " "CH2N < CH2".CH2N (+ EDTA) CH2CO2 "

CH2CO2 -

EDTriA _ Glyoxalate

.CH2NHCH2CO2- + OCHCO2- Formaldehyde(Hydrate)
I ,._

,r CH2(OH)2 + CO2
H20

H.6
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i i iii

07-

IEffect of Model Parameters on G(H2)ji I i

0 2- _ 1 M nitrite small spur
• • e,, 1 M nitrite large spur

Also includes 1M of OH" anONOs
i

ooA I
I

0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0
k(H . RH)[RH], (xl09 )

H.9



Ii.

lComputed Effect of NO3" or NO2" on G(H2)J

0.15

Effect [NO3"]
[NO:"]:0.SM

[OH" ]=lM
kx[RH]=4xl0 7S"I

• 0.10 l'e" nitrite'i-)16-nitrate
N

2:

Effect [NO 2" ]

0.05 INOr ]=lM
[OH"]:lM

kx[RH]=4xl 07 S"1

0.00 -

0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5 3.0
Concentration of salt, M

..

H.IO



50x10 "3
Yields of H2 and O:1 JLm

(solutionP, no additive) !
&

4O

G ( O2)=0.068
30

¢n

G(H2)=0.031

H2in air saturala¢l
20

_: • 02 inair satural_::lr-i

10

0

' 0 200 400 600 800 1000

Dose, krad

"Solution P'* { WHC Std. }
NaOH=2.12 M {2.00}
NANO3=2.79 M {2.59}
NANO2=2.22 M {2.24}

. NaAIO2=1.30 M {1.54 AI(OH),}
Na2CO3 == 0 {0.42}

H.II





0.02
0.01

0.00 0.00 .
0.0 0.1 0.2 0.0 0:1 0.2

[Cllmtel, M [EDTAI, M

G(H2) vs [HEDTA]

G(H2) ve {IDA] mttwo dose milli (4.3 Ind/mln)
ii i

0.06

0.06

0.04

0.04

,,_ ° .

• 4.4krlm
0.02 A 17_m 0.02

0.00 0.00

o.o o_, o_ o:_ o.4 o.o oi, 0.2

- {IDA], M [HEDTAI,_1

H.13



I Dependence of G(H2) on Total H-contents-on radiolysis !,,,, /30 oc_ of ,solution "P" ,, I

R No. of No. of

Additive ( G(H2)/M ) C-H bonds N-H bonds

HEDTA 0.170 14 0
i

EDTA 0.167 12 0
i i

EDTA.EEDTA 0.151 13 (avg) 0

NTA 0.094 6 0

IDA 0.056 4 1

Citrate 0.029 4 0
i

Glycine 0.038 2 2i

Glycolate 0.055 2 0

H.14
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I

,:5 ,:5 ,5 ,::;" m -
i_u_ ,[O_:N] ,:5

e

H.I6



I

Additive Dose Dose [RH] [RH] [RH] [RH]
krad rate 0.0425 0.085 M 0.17 M 0.34 M

kr/m M
I I

Glycolate 1 20 4.4 0.42
(at0.3M)

Citrate 1 20 4.4 not detected 0.045
Glycine 1 20 4.4 0.04 0.15

500 4.4 (at 0.1 M) 0.75
,lat 0.3 M)

IDA 80 '1 7 0.50 0.63 0.55
i i i i iii i llll i| .................

• (at the 120 4.4 0.75 0.68
plateau) 478 4.4 0.79
NTA 120 4.4 0.56
EDTA 80 17 0.40

121 4.4_.... 0.63 .... 0.59 ....... 0.5'0 ........
370 4.4 0.82
500 4.4 0.75

94 0.55 .............0.83 .............
1 67 0,1'8 1.04

I

HEDTA 80 1 7 0.23
120 4.4 0.48 0.50 0.29 ?

94 0.55 0.78
167 0.18 1.09

EDTA+ 90 1 7 0.33
HEDTA 120 4.4 0.7 0.60 0.50

360 4.4 0.55
i

96 0.55 0.91
i i

160 0.18 1.18
III I I

H.17
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I III II I II IIIIII I II

G(H2) and G(N20) following Preirradiation and
irradiation at 60 o c

" (preliminary)

mi I i

G(H2) G(N20)

Sample [RH] dose dose Ratio Ratio
M rate 60 30 G/'60_ 60 30 GI'60_

krad/ krad oc oc G(30) oc oc G(30)
rain

'P[I

P with 0.085 4.4 133 0.062 0.043 1.44 I.I0 0.54 2.04
EDTA

li l L ,i i

P with 0.085 4.4 130 0.054 0.047 1.15 0.77 0.54 1.43
HEDTA

ii i i

"Prelrr." * 4.4 130 0.063 0.045 1.40 0.87 0.49 1.78

Control

"Prelrr." * 4.4 130 0.080 0.047 1.70 1.06 0.48 2.21

Irradiated

*Both solutions initially contain: P. 0.065 M of each EDTA and HEDTA, and 0.I M citrate.

Preirradiated with 31.5 Mr'ad at 0.51 _ad/min (-2.3 years in tank). Control not preirradiated but

" otherwise identical preparation.

H.19



1. Literature Survey: Complete.
w

2. Modeling:

"_ For G(H_:

* Code for non-homogeneous diffusion model has been
developed and Implemented to Include any reaction at any
concentration.

* Sensitivity to model parameters tested - Minimal.

* Effects of [NaOH], [NANO3], [NANO2], kH'[RH] where tested.

* Observations: Yield of H2 will be linear with k'[RH] at low kc
then levels off.

* [NO3"] at the level of >0.SM is Inconsequential.
Very sensitive to [NO2"].

Consequences: Important to identify organics, RH, so a realistic k
could be assigned; Important to determine and maintain [NO2"].

_/For G(H__._:

* Same code and model was used.

* Sensitivity to model parameters . more sensitive than G(H2).

* Yields are similar to G(H2).

* Strongly dependent on [NO2"] and on kOH*[RH] (weakly on
NO3"). Increasing either one wil will decrease G(H202).

Consequences: Same as for G(H2). For modeling of CH2(OH)2/
H202 mechanism need to know rates of H202 in base etc.

_/For NO,_ system:

* Code for homogeneous kinetics developed.

* Tested without organic. No N20 produced.

Need information on organic + NOx

H.20



3. Experimental:

• _ Room Temperature :

* G(H2) and G(O2) were determined in simulated ',:=is:-. (no RH)
No N20 or N2 detected when no RH.i

* G(H2) Increases linearly with [RH]. At present assume
hydrogen abstraction reaction.

* No 02 is obtained in the presence of RH. in fact, 02 is
consumed (G(-O2)=7.0) when RH is present.

* High N20 yields are obtained in the presence of the organic.
Inversely dose-rate depenedent; nearly Independent of [RH]
but RH is required.

* Organic nitrogen is _ required for N20 but may enter if
present.

* Post-irradiation process (empirically exponential) observed for
IDA. Probably slow for others but not on hours time scale.

* Physical mechanism for N20 generation can be provided but
we offer no chemical identity as of yet.

,_ Elevated Temperature :

* G(H2) and G(N20) Increase with temperatue. So far only EDTA
and HEDTA measured.

• N2 is observed in glycine and preirradlated solutions.

* Strong effect in preirradlated solutions.

Preirradlatlon :

* Small effect on G(H2) and G(N20).

° Strong temperature effect.

Future (short) :

° Verify mechanism for H2 production. Measure rate constants
for H abstraction.

p

* Determine source of nitrogens in N20 by isotopic labeling.

" * Complete temperature effects. Measure activation energies.

* Rates for NOx.

H.21



Appendix I

Analysis of Available Tank Data
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Mechanistic Studies
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Mechanistic Modeling
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Frj Apr 5 19:34:50 1991
GOTH V.ersion3.3 - January 1991

m
i

u

Minimum - 0 (ret) Maximum - 0.6 (tel)
Time - 0.001 seconds
Channels- 1 8/
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test08a
FrjApt 5 19:30:441991
GC)TH Version3,3-January1991

I--

Minimum = 0 (rel) M_ximum = 0.6 (rel)
Time - 6.26951 seconds
Channels = 1 8/
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test08a
Frj Apr 5 18:54:49 1991
GOTH Version 3.3 - January 1991

.,

o

Q

Minimum - 0 (rel) Maximum = 0.6 (rel)
"Time- 12.2107 seconds
Cha_nneis- 1 8/
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test08a-
Frj Apr 5 18:59:01 1991
GOTH Version 3.3 -January 1991

i
F -

Minimum = 0 (rel) Maximum - 0,6 (rel)
T;me = 14.2794 seconds
Channels - 1 8/

' 14.00 ft " -
T

; Go'rl-,I 3.2 gl 0_(_351911a.-'3 ,, _t
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Fri Apr 5 79:03:01 1991-
GOTH Version 3.3- January 1991 "

Minimum = 0 (rel) Maximum = 0.6 (ret)
Time = 16.364 seconds
Channels = 1 8/

=_ 14.00 ft VGOT'H 3.2 91 0_ 5/91 _8.'3 , ._
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test08a . " - ,
Frj Apr 5 19:08:421991 ,
GOTH Version 3.3 - January 1991

Minimum= 0 (rel) Maximum= 0.6 (rel)
Time= 18.0749seconds
Channels- 1 8/

o
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test08a
Fri Apt 5 19:12:56 1991
GOTH Version 3.3 -January 1991

,,,,,

_===l •

Minimum = 0 (ret) Maximum - 0.6 (rel)
Time = 20.3429 seconds
Channels = 1 8/

' 14.00 ft t
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Fri Apt 5 19:23:18.1991
GOTH Version 3.3 - January 1991

I

___""

I I

- iii _

..... e

_Ainimum = 0 (ret) Maximum - 0.6 (tel)
"_me - 24.1495 seconds
Channels = 1 8/
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Appendix L

Ferrocyanide Issues
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